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T his is a magazine about celebrating love. And now, perhaps more 
than ever, the world needs to celebrate love. Every day we’re 
bombarded with stories that prove how divided the country and 

the world is, and it’s disheartening. It’s hard to see people who choose to fo-
cus on di�erences and use them to fuel hatred toward others. We are more 
alike than unalike, my friends, and you combat hate with love. I’m lucky 
because choosing love is in my job description. I get to look at hundreds of  
wedding photos and share the love stories of  dozens of  local couples. It’s 
easy to block out a world of  hate when I have a magazine packed with 144 
pages of  love. But ignoring the problem is taking the easy way out. Let’s 
take these 144 pages and use it to share love with neighbors we know and 
don’t know. 

Start with p. 20, our love story opener. Emily Church had already 
planned a trip to Antarctica when she met Chad Carleton, so when they 
decided to get married it was his idea to have their ceremony there. Then 
they came back home to Spring�eld to celebrate with friends and family. 
You’ll �nd more ways to make your wedding personal and meaningful to 
you throughout the entire magazine. Get inspiration from our “Fit for a 
Queen” style feature that’s all about adding a little European �air and being 
bold on your wedding day. Because when else will you get to rock a gor-
geous gown and have people treat you like royalty? And for the ultimate 
swooning, turn to our Real Weddings that start on p. 85. Megan and Jesse 
Schulte got married in the same chapel he proposed to her in. Jonathan 
and Stephanie Wisdom got set up on a double date and clicked so well 
they never looked back. Chelsea and Joshua Cantrell held their ceremo-
ny at a family barn that pays special tribute to Chelsea’s brother. It took 
eight months apart for Victor and Megan Jantz to realize they couldn’t be 
without each other. And Geo� Stanczyk and Tony Hawn got married in a 
beautiful Catholic church in St. Louis because it was important to them to 
start their next chapter in the city where they met. I’m particularly proud to 
share that love story because it is our �rst same-sex wedding featured in the 
magazine. And whether there are two grooms, two brides or one of  each, 
everybody’s relationship is important to share.

The world needs more love stories, and if  we can play a small part in 
that then I’ve done my job. We’re sharing these stories because they are 
important to hear. We’re sharing these stories because they celebrate love. 
This magazine chooses love. Because if  you choose to �ll your world with 
love, you won’t have any more room for hate.

Rose Marthis
Editor

“The world needs 

more love stories, and 

if we can play a small 

part in that then I’ve 

done my job.”

EDITOR'S NOTE
MAKE ROOM FOR LOVE
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LOVE
we choose
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44
ROYAL WEDDING

Rule your wedding day with sophisticated 
gowns and decadent bouquets that make you 

look like a modern-day queen. 

62
EDIBLE DELIGHTS

From simple to stylish, local bakeries create 
cakes that fit e ery wedding look ut ha e one 

thing in co on  layers of a or.

67
RINGS THAT SING

ocal ewelers ha e e erything you need to 
keep your promises with a ring. Keep the 

sparkle going with state ent earrings we lo e.

ON OUR COVER: 
Issues 1 & 2: photographed by Starboard & Port Creative
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TASTEFUL TOASTS
Find cakes that match the 

style of your wedding, like 
this white cake with fresh 

raspberry cream by Cake 
Worthy, on p. 62.
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Word of mouth starts here.

The best stories and ideas are in 417 Magazine

Only $15 for one year of 417 Magazine + 417 Home
Call 417.883.7417 or visit                                                 .     

With weekend cultural festivals and even a comedy performance by Jay 

BY KARLEE RENKOSKI 
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CIDER DAYS
SEPTEMBER 17–18
Celebrate the arrival of fall with friends and family and enjoy activities and attractions at this outdoor festival. The 

 .aera s’nerdlihc a dna secnamrofrep egats ,egalliv worceracs a ,sretfarc dna stsitra ,doof suoiciled serutaef tneve
$4 adults, free for children 10 and under; 10 a.m.–5 p.m., Sept. 17–18; Historic Walnut Street, 900 E. Walnut St.; call 

417-831-6200 for more information. 

stuff to do

60     417 MAGAZINE  •  417MAG.COM

The Natural Mountain Blue from Edgewood Creamery in Purdy 
packs just the right amount of funk, and we love it. Find out what 

else we’re loving this month on p. 191.

WE’RE GAGA FOR BABA’S, 186 

DINING GUIDE, 188

7 GOOD THINGS, 191

True Blue

417MAG.COM  •  417 MAGAZINE       185

Follow our simple tips to make your very own. STYLED BY HEATHER KANE

WONDER WALL

STYLE TIP
Small scale pieces of 
art that have simple 
compositions appear 
bolder and add con-
trast to larger, busier 
pieces. 

STYLE TIP
Every gallery wall 
looks great with a 

black-and-white ad-
dition. Try something 

geometric like this one 
or something more 

organic like a fi gure 
drawing to balance out 

  .seceip lufroloc erom

STYLE TIP
Mix vintage art with more modern 
pieces for an eclectic vibe. 

STYLE TIP
Unify your gallery wall 
by focusing on certain 
pops of color. For this 
wall, we chose pops of 
vibrant reds and blues. 

1
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Great American Taco Company (2915 

greatamericantaco.com) is the kind of  
place taco lovers dream about. You can 
get traditional corn hard shell tacos 
made with chili-infused ground beef  or 
citrus chicken. You can get more exotic 

lo shrimp and bleu cheese and drizzled 
with spicy ranch. You can even mix 

sweet and savory with the Hawaiian 

chicken, grilled pineapple, sweet chili 
sauce, cabbage, bacon, pineapple, white 
corn hominy salsa and cilantro citrus 
sour cream. But no matter what you 
order here, you absolutely must, must, 
must order a bowl of  the Posole soup. 
A hatch green chili stew made with 
applewood-shredded pork and white 

corn hominy, this brothy wonder is 
the perfect complement to the creative 
tacos (especially the Hatch Green Chili 
pork taco with pico and pepper jack). If  
you’re not in the mood for a taco, there 
are some tasty taco relatives here, too. 
We love the zesty chicken quesadilla 

rus chicken and garnished with cilantro 
citrus sour cream and apple corn pico. 

Take a bite of tropical 

Taco Company’s Hawaiian 
Chicken taco.

417MAG.COM  •  417 MAGAZINE       107

W bought their West Plains home in 
September 2015, the space was best 
described with one simple word: blue. 

“There was blue everything in that 
house,” Tracey says. “Blue cabinets, blue walls, blue 
carpet. It was all just really blue.” But with a bit of  
an imaginative eye and a belief  that all things blue 
could become new once again, the two decided to 
go ahead and purchase the house and remodel it as 
their second home. “We live in Thomasville, but we 
go to church in West Plains, and all of  our family 
lives in West Plains,” Tracey says. “We were always 
driving to West Plains. We purchased this proper-
ty for convenience. And now we stay there two to 
three nights every week.” 

After the purchase, the Renfrows hired Bever-
ly Moore of  Interiors by Design (417-293-0616) to 
help with the transformation of  the interior and 

photos to determine the Renfrows’ preferred style, 
which Moore describes as a combination of  rustic, 
industrial and modern, and then they got to work. 
But Moore did much more than simply choose 
paint colors and art. “Beverly was also the one who 

labor,” Tracey says.
Combined, the couple has four children and six 

grandchildren, so several interior walls were re-

for family gatherings. “We opened the wall between 
the kitchen and the living area, which worked out 
great,” Tracey says. “We did that with our blended 
family in mind. There are 15 of  us total.” They also 
worked in many special custom details, such as old 

barn and wood tables that were all custom made. 
From the very beginning of  the project, Trac-

ey says she trusted Moore and didn’t want to 

Mike and Tracey Renfrow 
purchased an ’80s-style 

ranch then worked with local 
craftsmen and designers to 
transform it into their very 

own industrial rustic 
dream home.  

BY SAVANNAH WASZCZUK

OFFICE
A couple of custom-made sliding barn doors 

Complete with a desk, a chair and a large 
window that lets in plenty of natural light, the 
space is the perfect spot to hole up and get 
work done. “I’m actually the one who uses the 

the owner of T.J. Swift House, an agency that 
provides residential services for individuals 
with disabilities. 
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approve individual pieces as they went into the 
home, which made revealing the home extra- 
exciting. “I knew Tracey and Mike would love it, but 
Tracey’s reaction was priceless,” Moore says. “She 
walked in, let out an ‘Oh my gosh,’ then started 
crying. She said she had expected it to be beauti-
ful, but that so much heart went into it and it was  
breathtaking.” 

154     417 MAGAZINE  •  417MAG.COM

[ NECESSITIES ]

Style has come full circle with modern glass designs 

embrace? No worries—collect them all!
STYLED BY HEATHER KANE

Hello, Color
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Purple Glass: 
$32.95 at The Market Blue Glass: Cobalt glass vase, $14.99 at Relics Antique Mall; blue glass eye washer, $14.99 at Relics Antique Mall; French solid blue glass compote, $20 at 
Relics Antique Mall; Blue glass pitcher, $10 at Finders Keepers; clear blue compote, $20 at Finders Keepers Green Glass: Green glass sugar bowl with lid, $10 at Finders Keepers; 

teal footed bowl, $20 at Finders Keepers; green toothpick holder pitcher, $20 at Relics Antique Mall; Muse candle in Capri Blue, $32 at The Market; green glass sherbet bowl, $5 at 
Finder’s Keepers; green Depression glass bud vase, $14.99; green tumbler drinking glass, $12 at Finders Keepers Yellow Glass: Barr-Co. lemon candle, $32 at The Market; Tiara am-
ber goblet, $4.99 at Relics Antique Mall; Yellow sherbet bowl, $5 at Relics Antique Mall Orange Glass: Iris and herringbone marigold butter dish with lid, $29.99 at Relics Antique 

Mall; carnival glass vase, $20 at Finders Keepers; Simpatico candle in poppy, $32.95 at The Market
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Winter & Spring 2017

DEPARTMENTS
26
THE NEWS ON SHOES
We found the latest looks in 
grooms’ shoes at local stores to 
make sure your man walks down 
the aisle in style. 

34
UNIQUE VENUES

heck out these fi e places in 
417-land that are not your typical 
place to say your ows and will 
keep your guests talking long after 
the reception ends. 

37
PARTY ON, BRIDE
We help you plan the perfect 
bachelorette party for your budget, 
outfit and style. ind the est 
places to get pampered, take an 
outdoor ad enture or hit the town. 

40
FASHION FORWARD
Don’t force all your bridesmaids 
into the same dress. We found four 
fresh gowns that will take your 
wedding style to the ne t le el. 

85
REAL WEDDINGS
See photos and be inspired by 
some of the most beautiful recent 
weddings in 417-land.

122
SUNNY CEREMONY
Make your wedding one to remem-
ber at Karisma Hotels and Resorts 
in i iera Maya  Me ico. 

131
RESOURCES
Find a enue for saying your  do s  
then choose wedding pros for all 
your big day needs in our resource 
listings guide. Ph
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126

OH, HAPPY DAY
Adam and Anna Fite had the 
wedding of their dreams, thanks in 
part to Anna’s mom, Bernadette Pry. 
Read Bernadette’s story of planning 
two of her daughters’ weddings at 
once on p. 126.
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Word of mouth starts here.

The best stories and ideas are in 417 Magazine

Only $15 for one year of 417 Magazine + 417 Home
Call 417.883.7417 or visit                                                 .     

With weekend cultural festivals and even a comedy performance by Jay 
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Small scale pieces of 
art that have simple 
compositions appear 
bolder and add con-
trast to larger, busier 
pieces. 

STYLE TIP
Every gallery wall 
looks great with a 

black-and-white ad-
dition. Try something 

geometric like this one 
or something more 

organic like a fi gure 
drawing to balance out 
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STYLE TIP
Mix vintage art with more modern 
pieces for an eclectic vibe. 

STYLE TIP
Unify your gallery wall 
by focusing on certain 
pops of color. For this 
wall, we chose pops of 
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get traditional corn hard shell tacos 
made with chili-infused ground beef  or 
citrus chicken. You can get more exotic 
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with spicy ranch. You can even mix 
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sour cream. But no matter what you 
order here, you absolutely must, must, 
must order a bowl of  the Posole soup. 
A hatch green chili stew made with 
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corn hominy, this brothy wonder is 
the perfect complement to the creative 
tacos (especially the Hatch Green Chili 
pork taco with pico and pepper jack). If  
you’re not in the mood for a taco, there 
are some tasty taco relatives here, too. 
We love the zesty chicken quesadilla 

rus chicken and garnished with cilantro 
citrus sour cream and apple corn pico. 

Take a bite of tropical 

Taco Company’s Hawaiian 
Chicken taco.
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W bought their West Plains home in 
September 2015, the space was best 
described with one simple word: blue. 

“There was blue everything in that 
house,” Tracey says. “Blue cabinets, blue walls, blue 
carpet. It was all just really blue.” But with a bit of  
an imaginative eye and a belief  that all things blue 
could become new once again, the two decided to 
go ahead and purchase the house and remodel it as 
their second home. “We live in Thomasville, but we 
go to church in West Plains, and all of  our family 
lives in West Plains,” Tracey says. “We were always 
driving to West Plains. We purchased this proper-
ty for convenience. And now we stay there two to 
three nights every week.” 

After the purchase, the Renfrows hired Bever-
ly Moore of  Interiors by Design (417-293-0616) to 
help with the transformation of  the interior and 

photos to determine the Renfrows’ preferred style, 
which Moore describes as a combination of  rustic, 
industrial and modern, and then they got to work. 
But Moore did much more than simply choose 
paint colors and art. “Beverly was also the one who 

labor,” Tracey says.
Combined, the couple has four children and six 

grandchildren, so several interior walls were re-

for family gatherings. “We opened the wall between 
the kitchen and the living area, which worked out 
great,” Tracey says. “We did that with our blended 
family in mind. There are 15 of  us total.” They also 
worked in many special custom details, such as old 

barn and wood tables that were all custom made. 
From the very beginning of  the project, Trac-

ey says she trusted Moore and didn’t want to 

Mike and Tracey Renfrow 
purchased an ’80s-style 

ranch then worked with local 
craftsmen and designers to 
transform it into their very 

own industrial rustic 
dream home.  

BY SAVANNAH WASZCZUK

OFFICE
A couple of custom-made sliding barn doors 

Complete with a desk, a chair and a large 
window that lets in plenty of natural light, the 
space is the perfect spot to hole up and get 
work done. “I’m actually the one who uses the 

the owner of T.J. Swift House, an agency that 
provides residential services for individuals 
with disabilities. 
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approve individual pieces as they went into the 
home, which made revealing the home extra- 
exciting. “I knew Tracey and Mike would love it, but 
Tracey’s reaction was priceless,” Moore says. “She 
walked in, let out an ‘Oh my gosh,’ then started 
crying. She said she had expected it to be beauti-
ful, but that so much heart went into it and it was  
breathtaking.” 
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Subscribe to SHOP TALK for access 
to shopping, sprees & savings.

Your inbox just got fabulous.

FEEDBACK
 S

LOCAL LOVE 
My ride  roo  Jessica urke  ody urke  

are featured on 417 Bridal Buzz today!! Thank you 
417 Magazine for asking me to submit images 
fro  this lo ely couple s wedding last June  ruly 
an unforgetta le wedding and a ost deser ing 
couple! Brides to Be, make sure you pick up the 
latest copy of 417 Bride magazine for fantastic 
wedding inspiration Sheri onne olloway 
on Facebook. 

We have even more real weddings online at 
417bride.com! Log on and click on Real Weddings 
to see Jessica and Cody’s beautiful day.—Editor

HAPPY TO HAVE YOU! 
onored to ha e these two eautiful weddings 

featured in the latest edition of 417 Bride! Mariah 
and Chris at Top of the Rock. Michelle and Chad 
at Springhouse ardens edding enue. Meg 
White Photography on Facebook

Meg White Photography provided the images 
for two gorgeous real weddings in our Summer/
Fall 2016 issue. If you haven’t seen them yet, go to 
417bride.com and click on Real Weddings.—Editor 

INBOX

2

A spot for your praises, complaints, 
questions and everything that comes 

to mind when reading 417 Bride. 

HOW TO CONTACT 417 BRIDE
o you ha e a note for us  e want to 

hear your praises, your complaints and 
e erything in etween  et in touch with 
us using the handy information below.

1. E-Mail
Send your notes to 
rose@417mag.com

2. Snail Mail
Send notes to Rose Marthis, 2111 S. 

astgate e.  Springfi eld  M  .

3. 417BRIDE.com
isit 417bride.com, click on “Contact 

Us” and follow the link to submit a 
letter to the editor.
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THE PLAN

P

28
PRETTY PETALS

Craft your best bouquet with 
flowers that are in season during 

your wedding.

29
KEEP YOUR SANITY

Use tips from local pros to keep 
the booze flowing without any of 

the stress.

31
’GRAM ’N’ GLAM

Get social media savvy using 
hashtags and geofilters to 

capture your big day.

A FROSTY UNION
Emily Church and Chad 
Carleton got married in 

Antarctica but celebrated 
again with friends in 
Springfi eld. See their 

story on p. 20
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THE PLAN
 LOVE STORY

W e were on a small cruise ship—there were 90 to 100 people 
on the boat. We took a smaller boat through the ice onto 
Ronge Island. On one side was water, the other three sides 

were giant ice cliffs. They looked really blue. You can’t really fathom the 
size of  the ice cliffs. It was very ominous to see them, hundreds of  feet 
up, straight from the ocean. It was untouched and pristine. 

They set up a tent so I could change into my wedding dress. Originally 
I was going to wear white snow gear but I changed my mind. (Later, I 
had to get it dry cleaned because it stunk like penguins.) About 25 peo-
ple we met along the way came. It was kind of  funny because wedding 
guests normally aren’t dressed in ice gear. 

We bought a satellite phone and called our pastor. The signal wasn’t 
good so we had somebody else marry us. When you’re getting married 

in Antarctica, you have to go with whatever is thrown at you. In our 
wedding video there’s a penguin that walks by and a whole bunch of  
seals on the ground behind us. 

For the honeymoon night, we had waterproof  sleeping bags. My hus-
band dug into the snow and ice so the wind would blow over [the top 
of] us. We were looking up at the stars in Antarctica. It was romantic. 

Later, in Springfield, we had a reception at the Savoy Ballroom. We 
walked the aisles with bridesmaids and everything and, when we got 
up there, we played our wedding video from Antarctica. Then we had 
dinner and there was dancing.

It was most unique way ever to get married. I wouldn’t change it for 
anything. It was an absolutely amazing, once-in-a-lifetime experience. I 
was just completely awed at how beautiful God’s creation is.

A WINTRY WEDDING
Emily Church and 
Chad Carleton actually 
tied the knot while 
on an Antarctic cruise 
(left). Because many 
friends and family 
couldn’t make the trek, 
they held a reception 
here in Springfield 
(top), which included 
a video of the couple’s 
destination wedding 
(bottom).
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ICY I DO’S
Emily Church, owner of Everything Kitchens, was planning a trip to Antarctica when she met Chad Carleton. 

She had been to six continents and was checking the last one off her bucket list. After getting engaged, it was 
Chad’s idea to have their wedding ceremony in this most harsh and perhaps most beautiful place on earth.

BY EMILY CHURCH AS TOLD TO JULIE SEDENKO DAVIS
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THE PLAN
THINGS WE LOVE

long live
LOCAL
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It’s easier than you think to bring local 
art into your special day. Here are 
three ways you can channel your inner 
artist and get those one-of-a-kind 
designs that every bride loves. 
BY HEATHER KANE

1

2

3

1. These “We Do” gift bags from RISEbridal are created 
y designer Joel oera and are ade to fit your style. se 

them as menus, gift bags or wedding favors for a little 
something personal. Cost: $3 per bag plus a setup fee. 
Commission Your Own at: RISEbridal.com

2. Capture the spirit of the lucky couple with a Spirit An-
imal Bridal Portrait by Chrisara Designs. This would make 
a perfect gift for the couple or a wonderful nontraditional 
guest book. Cost: $125 
Commission Your Own at: Chrisaradesigns.com

3. Have a bouquet that lasts a lifetime with this hand-
made paper bunch from Moon Flora by artist Kelsey Elam. 

on t stop there  either. elsey can create any oral piece 
you want like ower crowns or outonni res. Cost: $275 
Commission Your Own at: MoonFlora.com
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THE PLAN
ADVICE

on t uy a ton of decor stuff. his is so ething 
that is so tempting to do, but I listened to my 
wedding planner, and I’m glad I did. I still have 
so uch stuff that  rought  ack ho e  and 
you look around and say  ow what do  do 
with it?’ Most of those things you can rent, and 
although some think you can re-sell them after, 
it was much easier and less stressful for me to 
just not get into all that.” 

—Megan Schulte, see story p. 86 

“Do not take no for an answer. There is always  
a way to get what you want. Just because  
you can t find it locally doesn t ean you can t 
have it.”

— eoffe  c  see s o  .  

“Get a planner and a planner! I like to write 
things down rather than depend on my phone 
or tablet, so a bridal binder was a lifesaver to 
consolidate all my invoices, bids and notes. I 
was actually surprised by how reasonable 
wedding planners or even just day-of coordina-
tion is compared to other costs. This will take so 

uch pressure off you and your fa ily the day 
of the wedding. Also, I created a wedding email 
address just for all my vendor communications. 
It makes it so easy to have it all in one place 
and not mixed in with work and other emails!” 

e h e sdom  see s o  .  

oss tradition  out the window. ith e erything 
brides have at their hands these days (Pinterest, 
blogs, Etsy, etc.), plan your wedding your way. 
We didn’t do the cake cutting, we didn’t toss 
garters or bouquets. We focused on creating 
an environment and making everyone feel like 
they were at a family gathering.”

—Chelsea Cantrell, see story p. 104 

“Delegate, delegate, delegate. Don’t be afraid to 
let go, and allow those you trust to take care of 
the details so you can enjoy your day.”  

— e   see s o  . 

Throw the perfect wedding without 
the headache with these tips from 

417-land brides and grooms.
BY ROSE MARTHIS

of
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THE PLAN
FOR THE GROOM
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We always hear about what brides love from their big 
day. This time, we turn to the grooms to learn about what 

cherished wedding moments they hold dearest. 
BY ROSE MARTHIS 

LOOKING BACK

THE LOOK OF LOVE 
One of Chad Chapman’s favorite 
memories is seeing his bride, 

ichelle, or the first ti e  

“When both my kiddos were up 
front with Chels and me, and 
Chels was saying her vows to my 

ids, that was a good o ent  
ust the our o  us

—Josh Cantrell 

“It was very humbling to see my 
new wife walk down the aisle in 
a place that is very special to her 
surrounded by our family and 
riends  op o  the Roc  is such an 

a a ing place  I couldn t i agine 
the start of our new family to be 
anywhere else

—Jesse Schulte 

“Seeing Michelle for the first time 
in her dress  e saw each other 
before she walked down the aisle 
for pictures, but Meg [our photog-
rapher] had me face the back and 

ichelle wal  up to e  hen she 
got close, I turned around and saw 
her or the irst ti e  I li ed how 
that o ent was special or us

—Chad Chapman 

“I thought it was funny that a 
couple of times through the night 

he i tapes a ed so hard 
they blew the breakers, only to 
have the music carried on acoustic 
style and sung by our friends and 
family who were celebrating with 
us  al  a out a chorus line no one 
else would en oy  

—Jonathan Wisdom  
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Have a little fun with footwear in designs that express 
your inner style. Whether you’re in a low-key outdoor

 celebration or the formal event of the year, local 
boutiques have kicks that rock every step. 

STYLED BY HEATHER KANE

IN HIS
SHOES

THE PLAN
GROOM STYLE

1

4

5

TRUE GRIT
These cowboy boots were made for walking 

down the aisle. The mix of black and brown is 
right on trend  and the stitching is not too ashy 

but very cool. The matte black keeps things 
casual, but the pointed toe means it can still be 

paired with dressier styles. 

EASY BREEZY
Try these uniquely styled slip-ons 
for a comfortable option your groom 
can wear all year long. 
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GET THE LOOK
1. Ariat Drifter Limo black boots, $219 
at PFI Western Store

2. Donald J Pilner navy brushed calf 
shoe, $245 at Town & County 

3. Laredo black cherry zip boot, $129.99 
at PFI Western Store

4. Baker Benjes Giles Pecary in wild boar 
brown, $450 at Town & County 

5. Donald J Pilner black stretch shoe, 
$275 at Town & County

THE PLAN
GROOM STYLE

2

3

S
Navy is still a big color for 

weddings right now. Pair these 
with a navy or gray suit, or, 
because of the brown sole, 

you can even pair them with 
chocolate hues. 

If your groom likes an extra edgy West-
ern style but doesn’t want to go full 
force with a cowboy boot, these short 
boots are perfect. The black cherry 
color also adds a little pop of color to 
those tootsies.
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SS S
There’s nothing wrong with this 
tried and true favorite. Pair it with a 
navy suit or even a chocolate brown 
suit jacket for a look that will stand 
the test of time. 
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A rose by any other name would smell 
as sweet—unless, of course, you’ve 
been dreaming about roses in your 
bouquet since high school. While it’s 

possi le to get ost  owers all year long  off 
season  owers don t co e cheap. ur a erage 
bouquet over the last 12 months is right at 
$200,” says Theresa Carter-Hess, owner of 
RosAmungThorns LLC. For example, the cost of 
peonies dou les in fall when the  owers need 
to be shipped in from across the world. Selecting 
in season  owers is an easy way to stick to your 
budget, and with so many varieties and colors, 
you won’t feel like you’re settling at all.

JANUARY
he dead of winter and  oral loo s don t 

typically pair well together, but that doesn’t 
mean your special day will be barren. 
Bouvardia, a common wedding 
 ower  and lisianthus e as 

bluebells are one wild variety) 
are both available year-round. 
hese dainty  owers co e in 

a variety of colors, including 
purple and other pastels. Several 
types and colors of lilies are also at 
their peak this month. 

FEBRUARY
Another beginning-of-the-year bloomer is 
ranunculus. hese delicate  owers are si ilar 
to peonies and come in shades of pink, orange, 
yellow and white. ul   owers are also in 

season early in the year. Hyacinth and 
irises are popular options, especially if 

one of your colors is purple.

MARCH
Spring fi nally starts to 
take hold in March, and 
with it comes a whole host 
of loo ing  owers  including 
the ever-popular peony. Anemone, 
available in deep shades of purple and 
white, and carnations, which come in 

any diff erent colors  are other good options 
this onth.  lot of people don t like using 
carnations for weddings, but tucked down 
in, it’s a really inexpensive way to get some 
depth,” Carter-Hess says.

APRIL
Tulips are in full force this 
month. Although these 
 owers ight not typically co e 

to mind for wedding bouquets, the 
broad range of colors makes them 
a versatile option. Alliums and 
Gerbera daisies are also available 
this month and provide richer hues 
than ost other  owers.

MAY
f you like wild  owers  why not use loo s 

grown right here in Missouri? Try pink or purple 
rose verbena or the daisy-like golden ragwort. 

rder these  owers as potted plants or as 
seeds fro  the Missouri ild  owers 
Nursery (9814 Pleasant Hill Rd., 
eff e so   mo d  o e s.

net,573-496-3492).

FLOWER POWER
THE PLAN

TREND ALERT

GROUND WORK

Nikki Petitt, nursery manager 
at Wickman’s Garden Village, 

shares tips on how to work with 
your � orist to get the bouquet 

of your dreams.

BRING INSPIRATION. 
escri ing a color is i possi le  etitt 

says. Instead, bring color samples and 
photos of  owers and arrange ents 

you like. This will help you describe the 
overall style of your wedding.

GET SOCIAL.
Set up a interest oard that includes 

some of your favorite bouquets,” Petitt 
says. Share it with your  orist prior to 

or during your initial meeting.”

MAKE A LIST.
Petitt recommends writing down all 

your uestions. et your list on paper 
so that nothing is forgotten during your 

initial visit,” she says.

TIME IT RIGHT.
Scheduling an appointment with your 

 orist three to si  onths efore the 
big day or as early as a year in advance 

if you want specialty  owers.

rder these  owers as potted plants or as 
seeds fro  the Missouri ild  owers 

Scheduling an appointment with your 
 orist three to si  onths efore the 

big day or as early as a year in advance 
if you want specialty  owers.

carnations for weddings, but tucked down 
in, it’s a really inexpensive way to get some 

 owers ight not typically co e 
to mind for wedding bouquets, the 
broad range of colors makes them 
a versatile option. Alliums and 
Gerbera daisies are also available 
this month and provide richer hues 

escri ing a color is i possi le  etitt 

mean your special day will be barren. 
, a common wedding 

bluebells are one wild variety) 

purple and other pastels. Several 
types and colors of lilies are also at 

to mind for wedding bouquets, the 
broad range of colors makes them 
a versatile option. Alliums and 
Gerbera daisies are also available 
this month and provide richer hues 
than ost other  owers.

MAY
f you like wild  owers  why not use loo s 

grown right here in Missouri? Try pink or purple 
rose verbena or the daisy-like 

yellow and white. ul   owers are also in 
season early in the year. Hyacinth and 

irises are popular options, especially if 
one of your colors is purple.

Choosing � owers for your bouquet is easy with our month-by-month guide to the best blooms.
BY ADRIENNE DONICA

of loo ing  owers  including 
Anemone, 

available in deep shades of purple and 
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THE PLAN
DO’S & DON’TS | OPEN BAR

BOOZE RULES

Do: Hire a Bartender
“The bartender’s discretion is crucial. There’s 
an unspoken bartender rule that makes sure 
guests have a good time, but not too good of a 
good time.”—Connor Forbeck, director of sales 
and marketing, 425 Downtown  
 
Don’t: Drive
 ha e ore and ore clients that offer a shut-

tle service for their guests to make sure no one 
is drinking and driving.”—Patty Wingo, owner, 
Simply Delicious Catering
 
Do: Set a Limit

“You can cap [an open bar] at a certain cost or 
only ha e it for a specified ti e li it and then it 
goes to cash ar. here s a lot of different ways 
to do it that can help control cost and help reg-
ulate so that guests aren’t drinking too much.”—
Mary Douglas, owner, Bringing it Together Events

Do: Host a Custom Menu
osting eer  wine and a signature drink can 

help control your budget. Signature drinks are 
a little more fun—they look cute, you can name 
them something funny or cute, and signage by 
the bar adds a nice touch.”—M.D.
 
Do: The Math

“Plan for a drink an hour. The average event time 
that guests will stay is fi e hours. f you ha e 
125 guests, for example, then you should plan 
to ser e  drinks. epending on who you use 
for bar service, expect to pay a set up fee and a 
price per person.”—P.W.

Don’t: Feel Pressured
Most weddings ha e a personality and should 
be up to each bride and groom. Don’t feel pres-
sured to provide alcohol to your guests if that’s 
not your scene.”—C.F.

When it comes to planning your reception, the idea of an open bar might 
seem a little intimidating. Whether you’re worried about your wedding 

getting a party reputation or about guests racking up the bill on top-shelf 
drinks, offering up free drinks doesn’t have to be stressful. Here are a few tips 

from 417-land wedding experts on do’s and don’ts of an open bar.
BY PEYSON SHIELDS

CUSTOM COCKTAILS
A custom drink at 
your reception adds 
personality without 
breaking the bank.
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Follow these three simple steps to change your last name.
BY SAVANNAH WASZCZUK

THE PLAN
CHANGE YOUR NAME

CHRISTIAN COUNTY 
RECORDER
100 W. Church St., Room 
104, Ozark
417-582-4360
$55 (cash only)

GREENE COUNTY 
RECORDER OF DEEDS
940 Boonville Ave.,
Springfield  4 4
$51 cash, fees added
for cards, $60 for name 
change

WEBSTER COUNTY 
RECORDER
101 N. Crittenden Ave., 

oo   Marshfield
417-859-5882 
$46 (cash only)

TANEY COUNTY 
RECORDER OF DEEDS
132 David St., Forsyth
417-546-7234
$60 (cash or check)
appointment required 

Apply for your 
marriage license at 
these o�ces:

ONE
ake a trip to a Social Security o ce with your 

marriage license and your current driver’s 
license.  new Social Security card will e 

ailed to you in a out two weeks.

TWO
ake that new Social Security card or your 
arriage license and irth certificate to the 

Department of Motor Vehicles, sign on the 

dotted line  pose for a new picture and walk out 
with a new dri er s license in hand.

THREE
se your new Social Security card and license 

to change the name on your accounts at the 
bank. Then be sure to change the name on your 
insurance policies, credit cards, loans and any 
other important accounts, documents and more.
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the
NAME GAME
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THE PLAN
SOCIAL MEDIA

A couple looks their most beautiful on their 
big day, so it should come as no surprise 

that all the guests want a picture with the bride 
and groom.

Asking guests to send you pictures after your 
wedding and reception is easy, but getting them to 
follow through is not. Sure, you might have hired 
a photographer, but moments captured by friends 
and family are just as valuable. With the help of  

hashtags and, more recently, Snapchat, newlyweds 
can �nd all the special memories from their happy 
day in one central location.

Hashtags are a great way to �nd all the wedding 
related photos in one spot. You can use them to tag 
photos of  dress shopping, the rehearsal, and other 
fun pre-wedding events. Brett Curry, co-founder and 
CEO of  Online Marketing Giant, says it’s import-
ant, �rst of  all, to create a hashtag that is as clear as 
possible. It’s a good idea to capitalize each word. For 
example, #JonesSmithWedding looks better and is 
easier to read than #jonessmithwedding. Curry also 
encourages creativity. “I think if  your hashtag can be 
simple and catchy, that’s the real win,” Curry says. 
For instance, if  your new last name is White, a Billy 
Idol reference is totally acceptable. #ItsANiceDay-
ForAWhiteWedding is catchy and rock ’n’ roll. Plus, 
it’s fairly simple. 

Motivate your guests to share their posts and pic-
tures on social media platforms, such as Instagram. 
Curry suggests holding a contest: The guest with 
the coolest picture taken and shared online receives 
a prize from the bride and groom. “Promote the 
hashtag for attendees,” Curry says. “Put it in your 

Sometimes the pictures your guests 
take can rival those of professional 

photographers. When the day is done, 
make sure you know how to �nd them. 

BY SYDNI MOORE

A Guide to 
Hashtags 

and
Geofilters

invitations, and post it visibly at the wedding and 
reception via posters.”

Snapchat has become a great tool for weddings, 
too. In early 2016, Snapchat began allowing its users 
to create and use their own geo�lters. Geo�lters are 
fun overlays that you can assign to a picture after 
you’ve taken one. They become available based on 
your location.

Pricing for Snapchat’s geo�lters vary depending 
on how long you want guests to be able to use it and 
the amount of  square footage in which you want it 
to be available.

Additionally, some websites customize your geo-
�lters even further, which can up your costs. With 
this option, however, you can ensure your wedding 
colors or theme are incorporated into your �lter, 
making it especially unique. Curry says geo�lters 
are an awesome idea for weddings.

“Regardless of  what tools you want your attend-
ees to use, think it through, plan in advance and use 
good marketing principles,” Curry says. By incorpo-
rating media tools into your big day, you can �nd 
memories long after the bouquet has been tossed 
and the cake has been cut.
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Subscribe to BRIDAL BUZZ for
inspiration, advice and specials.

Your inbox just got pumped.
the 

BRIDE SCENE

THE PLAN
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Meet wedding industry professionals, 
sample cakes and catering and �nd all 
you need to plan your big day at these 

three local wedding shows. 
BY SAVANNAH WASZCZUK

8
JAN.

Metropolitan Bridal Expo—
Springfield
Still on the hunt for your wedding 
dress  reregister for Springfield s 

Metropolitan Bridal Expo early, and you’ll have the 
chance to win a gown fro  arl s ridal  u edo. 
Guests can see plenty of other dresses from local 
shops on display  plus eet face to face with a a-
riety of industry professionals that can help with all 
wedding planning needs. articipate in the e ent s 
ra e to donate to the Springfield ackpack und.

  .m.  .m.  u   e d o-
s o  e e    ou s .  e d. d 
details and register online at metbride.com.

15
JAN.

All About Weddings LTD
Whether you’re simply looking for 
that one last perfect vendor or you 
still ha e your entire wedding to plan  

the ll out eddings show is the spot to e. a-
mada Plaza Hotel & Oasis Convention Center is 
transfor ed into a wedding planning wonderland 
for the afternoon as professionals from the indus-
try head inside and set up shop. Sample cakes and 
food  see gorgeous owers and gowns and eet a 
plethora of photographers  wedding planners  Js 
and ore. onus   worth of gift cards are 
gi en away throughout the e ent.

Free; 11 a.m.–4 p.m., January 15; Ramada Plaza 
Hotel & Oasis Convention Center, 2546 N. Glen-
s o e e.  e d. o  mo e o m o  s  
allaboutweddingsmissouri.com, call 417-737-2821 
or email info@allaboutweddingsmissouri.com.

15
JAN.

Metropolitan Bridal Expo—
Four-States Area
Cakes, caterers, photographers and 
many more industry professionals 

are ready and waiting to talk to rides to e at 
this four state show. urchase ra e tickets for a 
chance to win great pri es and enefit the on-
ald McDonald House, and preregister online for a 
chance to win a wedding gown fro  oree s ridal. 

h  and did we ention there are cake sa ples  
hey pair perfectly with your planning day.

$5; 11 a.m.–3 p.m., January 15; Downstream Ca-
sino Pavilion, 69300 E. Nee Rd., Joplin. Register and 

d mo e o m o  o e  me de.com. 
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THE PLAN
DIY GUEST BOOK

Z ach and Samantha Muller first met 
through his parents. In fact, Samantha 
knew his whole family through Bible 

studies before she ever met Zach. 
After encountering each another at a few 

social events hosted by Zach’s parents, he final-
ly asked Samantha on a date. One and a half  
years later, Zach got down on one knee in their 
new home, and the couple was married shortly 
thereafter. 

The special day was filled with unique 
touches from their family and friends and one 
unique piece in particular: engagement photo 
records that guests could sign as a guest book. 

Samantha found the idea on Pinterest when 
looking for unique guest book ideas. “We want-
ed to use it because we both enjoy live music, 
and my husband, Zach, collects old albums,” 

she says. “We didn’t want a traditional book 
that would collect dust, and wanted something 
we liked enough to put out on display.”

The craft didn’t take long for the couple to 
make. They went to Finders Keepers and dug 
through a collection of  vinyl records to find a 
few old ones—costing only about $1 each—
that were still in decent condition. They then 
made a circle template, the size of  the label in 
the center of  the disk, out of  paper to place 
a few different prints from their engagement 
photo session that best fit.  

They took the engagement photos and used 
a circle cutter to shape each photo. Using dou-
ble-sided tape, Zach and Samanatha attached 
each photo to a record. The project took about 
10 minutes per record, and the couple made 
three total. Ph
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Love Notes
A love for music inspired this couple to make guest 
books out of old records and engagement photos. 

BY ERIN GREGORY

SIGNED WITH LOVE
Zach and Samantha 

Muller ditched a 
traditional guest book 

for a more creative 
approach on their 

special day.

MAKE IT YOURSELF!
Materials: 
One vinyl record
One piece of paper
Circle paper cutter
Engagement photo print
Double-sided tape 
Record frame

Steps:
1. Make a circle template out of paper 
using the size of the label in the center 
of the record, and select engagement or 
couple photo prints of your choice.
2. Use a circle paper cutter to shape each 
photo to fi t in the fra e of the record. 
3. Use double-sided tape to attach each 
photo to the record.
4. Place the record in the record frame.  

Zach and Samantha put the records on dis-
play with metallic sharpies so guests could sign 
them. They placed the completed projects in 
record frames they found at Michaels—which 
are about $5 and are often found on sale for 50 
percent off. Now they have a memorable guest 
book to display in their home. 

SOUNDS LIKE HAPPILY EVERY AFTER
Guests used metallic pens to sign the vinyl albums 
(top) that the Mullers personalized. Then guests 
took home a record of their own—Zach and 
Samantha’s wedding soundtrack (bottom).
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THE PLAN
VENUE ROUNDUP

expect the
UNEXPECTED

2 Titanic Branson
3235 W. 76 Country Blvd., Branson, 417-334-9500, titanicbranson.com

Why We Love It: Romance abounds when you say “I do” atop a built-to-scale 
replica of the RMS Titanic’s iconic grand staircase or at the outdoor fountain 
along the water’s edge of the attraction. 
Added Bonus: An ordained captain in full uniform performs the ceremony, 
plus useu  staff can arrange a first class reception. 
Price Range: $450 and up
Capacity: 100

These wedding venues might be nontraditional, but they offer that special 
something every bride wants on her big day. BY JENNIFER ADAMSON

1 Andy B’s Restaurant & Entertainment
 . e e d .  e d   d s e d.com

Why We Love It: A modern design and colorful, high-energy atmosphere 
take tying the knot to the next level, especially when you’re on a stage 
above luxury bowling lanes.
Added Bonus: More than 40 arcade games keep your guests entertained 
while the wedding party takes pictures. 
Price Range: $28 and up per person
Seating Capacity: 150

OZARK EMPIRE FAIRGROUNDS AND EVENT CENTER

VENUES
Find more venues in 
our Reception and 
Rehearsal Guide 

starting on p. 132.

MORE

1
No.

ANDY B’S RESTAURANT & ENTERTAINMENT

MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY

3
No.

4
No.

TITANIC BRANSON

2
No.
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DISCOVERY CENTER

3 Missouri State University
 . o  e.  e d  

 m ssou s e.edu
Why We Love It: Missouri State lovebirds can 
relive the magic of meeting in college and get 
married at any campus location that’s memorable 
to them.
Added Bonus: Campus is full of fun backdrops for 
photos, like the steps of Meyer Library and the 50 
yard line at Plaster Field.
Price Range: $500–1,000
Capacity: 500

4 Ozark Empire Fairgrounds
and Event Center
 .  e.  e d   

o em e .com
Why We Love It: With several indoor and outdoor 
ceremony spots available, the property can ac-
commodate intimate gatherings and huge parties.
Added Bonus: Arena and barn facilities are the 
perfect settings for a rustic-themed event.
Price Range: varies depending on catering 
demands
Capacity: 2,400

5 Discovery Center
 .  ou s .  e d  

 d sco e ce e .o
Why We Love It: Large windows and exposed 

rick add ur an air  and you don t ha e to go far 
afterward to reach the city’s hottest downtown 
destinations.
Added Bonus: A ride on a high-wire bike that is 
suspended three stories above the ground makes 
your heart utter e en ore than your significant 
other does. 
Price Range: $450–2,500
Capacity: 75–500

5
No.
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THE PLAN
PARTY FLOWCHART

Which Bachelorette Party is Perfect for You?
You’re ready to party down, but you’re not sure where to start planning. Save yourself the 

heartache of a bad bash and take this quiz. BY LILLIAN STONE

WE WANT TO SEE YOUR BACHELORETTE PARTY PICS! Send your photos to rose@417mag.com for a chance to be featured on our Party Pics page.

WHO’S INVITED TO YOUR 
BACHELORETTE PARTY?

HOW'S THE WEDDING 
PLANNING GOING? WHAT’S YOUR BUDGET?

A few close friends.

I’m a pretty laid-
back bride, so it’s 

no sweat.

I’m trying to 
save up.

I’m ready to 
throw down 

some 
Benjamins!

I’ll shell out 
some cash 
for a nice 

time with my 
ladies.

I’m having a 
blast.

I’m stressed 
to the max. 

Help!

All the ladies I love, including my mom. My whole gaggle of gal pals!

WHAT ARE YOU WEARING TO 
YOUR BACHELORETTE PARTY?

Anything but 
heels.

Something 
classy and 

casual.

There will 
be glitter.

OUTDOOR ADVENTURE

GET PAMPERED

HIT THE TOWN!

GET PAMPERED.
Wedding planning got you feeling fraz-

zled? You’re in need of a day of pampering. 
Plan a spa day for you and your favorite 
ladies. We recommend heading to Grove 
Spa (grovespa.com) for massages, body 
treatments and more. We also love the 

new Acacia Spa (acacia-spa.com) for deep 
relaxation—try their quiet rooms—and 

amazing manicures and pedicures. After 
your day of downtime, check out their new 
boutique, where you and your ladies can 
buy everything from gorgeous candles to 

trendy activewear. 

HAVE AN OUTDOOR 
ADVENTURE.

You’re adventurous, but you’re not into the 
traditional bachelorette scene. You’re more 
interested in having some laughs with your 

friends than dropping a few hundred on 
bottle service. We’ve got just the thing. 

Sequiota Bike Shop (facebook.com/
Sequiota-Bike-Shop) is the perfect spot 

for an outdoorsy dinner—complete with 
boozy slushies. After dinner, set out on a 

scavenger hunt through Sequiota Park with 
your ridal party. Mark off  land arks and 
snap pics to  ood your nstagra  feed. 

You’ll spare your wallet and make memo-
ries to last beyond happy hour.

HIT THE TOWN!
You’re ready for a fun night out to cele-

brate the end of your single days. Gather 
your gals, get dolled up and hit some of 

our favorite downtown spots. Grab dinner 
at a 417-land hot spot—Civil Kitchen 

(civilsgf.com) has a fun patio—then get fun 
and fruity drinks at The Golden Girl Rum 

Club (facebook.com/thegoldengirlrumclub). 
Head to Scotch & Soda (thescotchandsoda.

com) to order from an extensive menu 
of whiskeys and classic cocktails. Finally, 

round out your night at MudLounge 
(mudhousecoff ee.com) with wine, spirits 
and a menu including to-die-for fondue.
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THE PLAN
ALL IN THE DETAILS

CHELSEA AND JOSH CANTRELL 
Special Bouquet Charm 
Chelsea’s “something blue” was adorned to her 
bouquet and featured a blue ribbon tied to a print 
of  her brother Tucker’s thumbprint that was taken 
at the hospital before he passed away in 2012. The 
print was given to her as a surprise from her father 
on her wedding day. Find more special details of  the 
Cantrell wedding on p. 104. 

MEGAN & JESSE SCHULTE 
Wooden Details 
Custom made wooden slabs were used as decora-
tion throughout the Schulte wedding to bring in a 
personal touch. Megan’s mom designed the dessert 
display table and Jesse cut the wooden rounds with 
the help of  his best man. Wood was also used as 
the couple’s guest book, which now hangs in their 
home as an artful reminder of  the people who  
celebrated with them. See more of  their rustic wed-
ding on p. 86.

DR. GEOFF STANCZYK AND TONY HAWN 
Memorial in Ceremony 
Dr. Geo� Stanczyk and Tony Hawn’s wedding 
mass was �lled with people close to the couple for 
the readings, but our favorite part is the dedication. 
Dr. Dennis Stanczyk, Geo�’s father, did a special 
presentation in memory of  Judy Ann Stanczyk, 
Geo�’s late mother. The wedding was on October 
9, the anniversary of  Judy’s passing. This special 
honor is one of  the most memorable moments to 
Geo�. See more of  the formal wedding on p. 92. 

Couples in 417-land are getting more and more creative with special details in 
their weddings. We love these features from the real weddings in this issue.

BY ROSE MARTHIS

ALWAYS WITH YOU
Chelsea Cantrell used 

her bouquet as a 
sweet memorial for 

her late brother.

BEST IDEAS
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STEPHANIE AND JONATHAN WISDOM 
Burying the Bourbon 
Stephanie and Jonathan Wisdom brought a timeless 
Southern tradition to 417-land by burying the bour-
bon. The tradition says to ensure good weather on 
their wedding day, the couple must bury a new bot-
tle of  bourbon upside down at the wedding site one 
month before the ceremony. On the actual wedding 
day, Stephanie and Jonathan dug up the bourbon 
and drank from it. It worked, as there were only 
sunny skies. See more details on p. 98.

MEGAN AND VICTOR JANTZ 
Doggie Joyride 
Megan’s dog, a Cavalier King Charles Spaniel named 
Ebony, rolled down the aisle in a buggy pulled by a 
�ower girl. Originally, the youngest �ower girl was 
supposed to get in the buggy. But when she didn’t 
want to, Ebony happily �lled the role to catch a ride 
down the aisle. View more details of  the extrava-
gant Christmas bash on p. 110.

DRINK UP
Jonathan and  

Stephanie per-
formed a Southern 
tradition to ensure 

good weather on 
their big day.
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THE PLAN
BRIDESMAID DRESSES

Let your bridesmaids embrace classic styles with modern 
� air for a stylish twist to your wedding party.

BY HEATHER KANE

dressed to 

IMPRESS

1

2
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3

4

GET THE 

LOOK
1. EMBROIDERED DETAILS
We love this Rosali embroidered maxi 
dress by For Love and Lemons ($345 
at STAXX) for several reasons. The 
embroidery detail gives this simple 
silhouette a wow factor, and the muted 
colors read sophisticated and feminine. 
Sleeves for bridesmaids will add a more 
traditional vibe to your wedding day. Pair 
it with Sam Edelman Eleanor silver heels, 
$110 at Harem & Company. 

2. BARE THE BACK
For a classic bride, subtle details like the 
beautiful back on this Pink Stitch high-low 
dress ($98 at Harem & Company) will 
carry your classy taste throughout your 
wedding day. We especially love this 
dusty sage green color that would work 
for any season. The silhouette would work 
for several body types. 

3. BLISSFUL BLACK TIE 
Need something a little more glam for 
your wedding? Black lace is another bridal 
trend that has us drooling. This sheer lace 
maxi dress ($78 at MODERN Society) is 
modern and super-flattering on women of 
any height. Pair it with Qupid ARA strappy 
heels, $36 at MODERN Society.

4. WHITE IN SIGHT
This Society A Muse Ophelia dress ($155 
at STAXX) is just too adorable and would 
be perfect for a spring wedding. Its 
geometric laser-cut pattern gives it a little 
something extra, and the silhouette would 
work for many body types. If you want 
to add a fun trend, try a white lace 
choker (Vanessa Mooney $72 at STAXX) 
with gold accents to give it that bridal 
look. Complete the look with Sam 
Edelman Eleanor silver heels, $110 at 
Harem & Company. 
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44
WEDDING GOWNS

& FLOWERS
Chic and sumptuous

62
CAKES

Stylish slices 
for every taste

67
JEWELRY

Grand rings 
and earrings 
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TEA TIME
Willowby by 

Watters Sanya dress, 
$1,298 at Ella Weiss 

Wedding Design; 
blue jewel necklace, 

$365, square gem 
earrings, $120 both 

at Provence 
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O n your wedding day, everyone treats you like a queen. 
Embrace your royal status with local dresses that put a modern 

spin on regal. Poised upon your throne, pull together your lavish 
look with chic accessories full of rich jewel tones that pair perfectly 
with decadent bouquets and jewelry. Get ready to begin your reign. 

Photographed by
STARBOARD & PORT 
CREATIVE
Art direction by
ABBY GUST
Styled by
HEATHER KANE
Illustrations by
CHRISARA DESIGNS

Modeled by
RICCI BONEBRAKE
AND GEENA DAVIS 
Hair by
LYNDI DALTON,
SHELBIE DONOHO AND 
LESLIE HOWARD WITH 
INVIKTUS SALON
Makeup by
LIZ WATTS
WITH ACACIA SPA

ueen
Fit for a
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ueen
STATELY 
SOIRÉE

Hayley Paige Tanner 
dress, $3,500 at 
Tesori; Mariana 
earrings, $60 at 
Baglady Boutique
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VELVET CRUSH 

Hayley Paige Tanner dress, $3,500 at 
Tesori; Glenda Gies bag, $144.95 at 

Baglady Boutique 
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LIGHT UP MY LIFE

Casablanca Peony dress, 
$1,349 at Gracie’s Bridal; gold 

and pearl bracelet, $61.50, 
Julie Voss earrings, $175  

both at Provence 
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1
2

3
4

1. Martina Liana dress, $2,799 at Normans Bridal; green teardrop earrings, $75, bracelet with multicolored gemstones, $140 both at Provence  
2. ayley aige ollins dress  4  at esori  Julie oss cuff   Julie oss circle ring   oth at ro ence  hiting  a is gold clutch  4  
at Harem & Company 3. Allure Romance Bernadette dress, $1,178 at Gracie’s Bridal; diamond-shaped earrings, $155 at Provence 4. Geometric lace 
two piece dress   at or ans ridal  hiting  a is sil er clutch   at are   o pany  Julie oss thick cuff   Julie oss skinny 
cuff   oth at ro ence
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FLOWER CROWN

Maggie Settero Bexley dress, $1,799 
at Ella Weiss Wedding Design; MOON 

ora custo  oral headpiece,  
at oon ora co  ariana earrings, 
$78, Mariana orange bracelet, $147, 
both at Baglady Boutique; black bag, 

$22 at Decades Vintage 
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GROWING 
TOGETHER

Bouquet: French-
style nosegay, purple 
phalaenopsis orchids, 
royal purple clematis, 
purple dahlias, blue 
hydrangea, blue 
delphinium, American 
berry, blooming 
rosemary, lamb’s ear and 
silver dollar eucalyptus, 
$175 at The Flower 
Merchant

Model: Martina Liana 
dress, $2,799 at Normans 
Bridal; cathedral beaded 
veil, $348.95 at Normans 
Bridal; green teardrop 
earrings, $75 at Provence
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STANDING TALL 

Kittychen Couture dress, $1,630 
at Normans Bridal; Rachel Zoe ball 
drop earrings, $69, Rachel Zoe 
strands necklace, $225 both at 
Harem & Company 
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CITY CHIC

Hayley Paige Collins 
dress, $4,180 at 
Tesori; Julie Voss 
pearl earrings, $25, 
Susan Shaw coin 
bracelet (worn as 
necklace), $70 at 
Provence
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STROLL IN STYLE 

Geometric lace two-piece 
dress, $897 at Normans 

Bridal; satin ribbon veil, $189 
at Normans Bridal; pearl and 

crystal earrings, $37.95 at 
Normans Bridal; Susan Shaw 

pearl and silver bracelet, 
$53 at Provence; Shiraleah 

leather tote, $79.95 at 
Baglady Boutique 
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GREEN WITH IVY

Bouquet: Rio high and candy roses, 
pink spray roses, white hydrangea, 

gray brunia berries, ruscus and 
seeded eucalyptus greenery, $175 

at Linda’s Flowers

Model: Kittychen Couture dress, 
$1,630 at Normans Bridal
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BLOWN AWAY

Martina Liana dress, $2,799 at 
Normans Bridal; cathedral beaded 

veil, $348.95 at Normans Bridal; 
green teardrop earrings, $75, bracelet 

with multicolored gemstones, $140 
both at Provence
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DRAPED WITH LOVE

Willowby by Watters Sanya dress, 
$1,298 at Ella Weiss Wedding 
Design; Marionat long veil, $354 
at Gracie’s Bridal; Gypsy necklace, 
$229, Gypsy earrings, $209 both 
at Harem & Company; white fur 
clutch, $22 at Decades Vintage 
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1

3

4

1. ittychen outure dress   at or ans ridal  o o urgundy leather clutch   at aglady outi ue 2. Maggie Settero Bexley dress, $1,799 
at lla eiss edding esign  M  ora custo  oral headpiece   at oon ora.co  3. Julie Voss earrings, $175 at Provence 4. Macarons from 
European Cafe; Gypsy earrings, $209 at Harem & Company; Julie Voss gold bracelet with purple jewels (on model), $75, Mariana bracelets, $147–175, 
Mariana earrings   all at aglady outi ue 

2
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HOLD ME TIGHT

Bouquet: Hand-tied 
European bouquet with 

lush pink cy idiu  
orchids, green miniature 
hydrangea, silver brunia, 
green trachelium, peach 
hypericm berry, nena soft 
pink roses  ango iniature 
calla lillies, raspberry 
celosia, autumn purple 
ornamental peppers and 
dusty miller foliage, $300 at 

ick an s arden illage

Model: Geometric lace 
two-piece dress, $897, satin 
ribbon veil, $189, both at 
Normans Bridal
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POWER POSE

Allure Romance 
Bernadette dress, 

$1,178 at Gracie’s 
Bridal; diamond-
shaped earrings, 

$155 at Provence; 
multi-strand 

bracelet, $61.50 at 
Provence; Metric 

Knits white fur 
collar, $119 at 

Harem & Company
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PRIM AND PROPER

Hayley Paige Tanner dress, 
$3,500 at Tesori; Mariana 
earrings, $60 at Baglady 

Boutique; necklace, $229 at 
Harem & Company
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BEAMING BRIGHT

Hayley Paige Collins dress, 
$4,180 at Tesori; Julie Voss 
pearl earrings, $255, Susan 

Shaw coin bracelet (worn as 
nec lace , , ulie Voss cu , 

$330, Julie Voss circle ring, 
$165 all at Provence; white 

fur clutch, $22 at  
Decades Vintage
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No matter what your aesthetic, local bakeries can create cakes 
of any style, including the most traditional cakes and artistic 

wonders, all made with a labor of love.

LAYERS OF LOVE

SIMPLY 
BEAUTIFUL

White cake with fresh 
raspberry cream by Cake 

Worthy Designs; $2.50 
per slice
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RICH HUES
Traditional marble cake 

with buttercream icing by 
Beth’s Bake Shoppe & Tea 

Room; $2.50 per slice 
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ROSY RIBBONS
Coconut cake with 
piña colada filling by 
Celebrations by Sonja, 
$3.50 per slice
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DELICATE DRIPS
Vanilla almond cake with 
cherry filling, cheesecake 
buttercream frosting and 
edible gold and chocolate 
ganache accents by Stacey’s 
Sweets; $2.75 per slice
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Dazzle with more than just your dress 
by donning these eye-catching rings.

with this 

RING

Model’s Right Hand (top 
to bottom) 14-karat white 
gold diamond wedding 
band, $2,149 at Justice 
Jewelers; 14-karat white 
gold diamond chapel ring, 
$2,099 Justice Jewelers; 
18-karat white and yellow 
gold diamond ring set with 
1.22-carat yellow diamond, 
$15,995 at Mitchum 
Jewelers; 14-karat white 
gold multi-row diamond 
wedding band, $4,995 at 
Mitchum Jewelers; Verragio 
Classic 14-karat white and 
rose gold engagement 
ring, $2,650 at Maxon’s 
Diamond Merchants; 
Verragio classic 14-karat 
white gold wedding band, 
$2,000 at Maxon’s Diamond 
Merchants; Sylvie vintage 
collection double halo 
engagement ring, $4,690 
at Maxon’s Diamond 
Merchants

Model’s Left Hand (top 
to bottom) 14-karat white 
gold diamond bridal semi-
mount with 1-carat center, 
$1,049 at Justice Jewelers; 
Platinum diamond halo 
bridal ring, $21,999 at 
Justice Jewelers; 18-karat 
white gold eight-prong star 
halo diamond semi-mount 
designed by Frederic 
Sage, $9,620 at Maxon’s 
Diamond Merchants; A. 
Jaffe hite old Seasons 
of Love” Collection quilted 
interior, $1,550 at Mitchum 
Jewelers  . Jaffe white gold 
pave diamond wedding 
band with quilted interior, 
$840 at Mitchum Jewelers; 
14-karat yellow gold 
diamond bridal ring with 
0.901-carat pear-shaped 
masterwork diamond 
center, $6,699 at Justice 
JewelersPh
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DANGLY
DARLINGS
Make a big statement with a little sparkle on your big 
day by showing off a pair of statement earrings.

Top Row (left to right) 18-karat white gold Mastoloni Dana drop earrings, $2,649 at Justice Jewelers; Meira T 14-karat white and yellow gold diamond fringed drop 
earrings set with a total of 0.24-carat diamond weight, $1,225 at Maxon’s Diamond Merchants; Three-piece Jude Frances earrings, $5,770 total for all three pieces at 
Maxon’s Diamond Merchants; 14-karat yellow gold dangle shimmer earrings designed by Lana Jewelry, $1,155 at Maxon’s Diamond Merchants; 18-karat white gold 

diamond pave twisted dangle earrings, $7,349 at Justice Jewelers 

Bottom  Row (left to right) 14-karat yellow gold diamond dangle earrings, $2,495 at Mitchum Jewelers; 14-karat gold diamond earring climbers, $2.395 at Mitchum 
Jewelers; Jude Frances Lisse collection 18-karat yellow gold moonstone and diamond geometric pentagon earring charms, $1,330 at Maxon’s Diamond Merchants; 18 

Karat white gold diamond and rock crystal teardrop earrings, $4,899 at Justice Jewelers; 18 Karat white and rose gold diamond drop earrings, $3,299 at Justice Jewelers; 
14-karat white gold diamond hoop earrings, $6,995 at Mitchum Jewelers Ph
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As America’s premier wedding resort, Big Cedar Lodge offers 
an array of options for every part of your wedding. From en-
gagement parties and bridal showers to rehearsal dinners, 
wedding ceremonies and wedding receptions, Big Cedar can 
customize wedding arrangements for any bride.

Choose from intimate patios, four cozy and charming cha-
pels, a grand ballroom or a perfectly manicured lawn, all 
overlooking beautiful Table Rock Lake. Big Cedar’s on-site 
wedding experts and world-class culinary team are commit-
ted to helping with the smallest and largest details, every 
step of the way.

Whether you need help planning your reception menu or 
determining the layout that works best with your venue, Big 
Cedar assists you in making your vision come to life. While 
planning your big day, on-site wedding planners offer recom-
mendations for the best musicians, �orists and other vendors 
in the area, and they are happy to assist with coordinating.

Big Cedar is also the perfect destination for bachelor and 
bachelorette parties, as well as honeymoons, with a number 
of options for relaxation, fun, dining and special requests.

Call Big Cedar’s wedding department today at 417-339-5159 
to start planning your special celebration.

612 DEVIL’S POOL RD. ,  RIDGEDALE, MO  |   1 .800.225.6343  |   BIGCEDAR.COM

Big Cedar LodgeVENUES
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1 1 27  E .  BATTLEFIELD RD. ,  SPRINGFIELD,  MO 65807 
4 17 .883 . 1 234  |   ANDYBSPRINGFIELD.COM

Experience the newest trend in the 
wedding industry. Andy B’s Restaurant 
& Entertainment is far from traditional 
in many ways. Offering a sleek and 
modern venue option, Andy B’s creates an 
experience that couples and guests alike 
will truly be remembering for years to 
come. The vibrant atmosphere features an 
array of entertainment options including 
luxury bowling, arcade and laser tag that 
will allow guests to interact and keep the 
party going. With a chef-inspired menu 
that can be customized to any speci�cation 
and full bar service with options to create 
a signature drink, Andy B’s is the perfect 
venue for any special occasion.

Andy B’s Restaurant 
& Entertainment

417 . 243 .34 19   |   BRANSONDREAMWEDDINGS.COM

Branson Dream Weddings

Your one-stop location for the Wedding of 
Your Dreams! We offer amazing wedding 
venues and accommodations. Say “I do” 
in front of Branson Landing's Fountain. Be 
whisked away by the breathtaking views at 
Branson Hills Golf Club. Choose from our 
elegant indoor and outdoor options for a re-
ception or rehearsal dinner at the Hiltons of 
Branson. The options are endless, and we 
have everything you need from wedding 
venue, and reception venue to lodging for 
your family and guests!
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69300 E .  NEE RD. ,  QUAPAW, OK
 918 .9 19 .6000  |   DOWNSTREAMCASINO.COM

Downstream Casino Resort

A destination wedding is closer than you 
think—just cross the state line to Downstream 
Casino Resort. Luxury, beauty, service and 
entertainment are the full-service amenities 
Downstream offers. You can treat your 
bridal party to a day of pampering at the 
Nee Spa and hold your ceremony outside 
on the beautifully landscaped grounds or 
inside the spacious pavilion. Natural stone, 
an oversized �replace, rustic cedar and 
windows that wrap the room set this venue 
apart. Any of the pavilion ballrooms are 
the perfect location for your ceremony and 
reception. Full-service wedding planning is 
also available.

415 N .  STATE HWY.  265 ,  BRANSON,  MO 
1 .888 .333 .LAKE  |   CHATEAUONTHELAKE.COM

No matter the season, Chateau on the Lake 
offers a beautifully unique backdrop to 
make your Ozark Mountain wedding both 
distinctive and memorable. Exchanging 
your vows high atop the Ozarks will 
deliver a breathtaking experience few 
wedding destinations can deliver. Imagine 
exchanging wedding vows on a lush 
Garden Terrace, with spectacular sunsets 
over Table Rock Lake. Dance the night away 
in our elegant ballroom as waiters serve 
delicious gourmet cuisine. It’s all possible 
at AAA Four-Diamond Chateau on the Lake 
Resort & Spa, also known as the Castle in 
the Ozarks. Give us a call; we are ready to 
assist you in your wedding planning.  

Chateau on the Lake  
Resort & Spa
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1 303 S .  FARM RD.  1 15 ,  SPRINGFIELD,  MO
417 .832 .0833  |   HASELTINEESTATE.COM

Haseltine Estate

Haseltine Estate, a majestic 1897 Missouri 
mansion surrounded by breathtaking grounds, 
combines revered class with rural ambience 
to provide an ideal setting for your beautiful 
beginning. Located on 10 acres just �ve 
miles west of the Spring�eld Public Square, 
Haseltine Estate is a unique wedding venue 
that combines past and present, bridging 
history and the making of new moments. 
Once a stunning private estate, Haseltine 
Estate is a charming oasis where guests can 
gather in a relaxed, secluded setting, and is 
now exclusively available for your wedding 
ceremony and reception. Contact us to 
schedule a tour and be wowed by the natural 
elegance and beauty that is Haseltine Estate.

105 SOUTH ST. ,  WILLARD,  MO
417 .6 19 .3468  |   HERITAGECHAPEL.NET

Heritage Chapel &
Reception Venue

Built in 1887, historic Heritage Chapel & 
Reception Venue offers a beautiful and 
unique location for your wedding day.  With 
your wedding and reception in one location, 
Heritage Chapel offers all-in-one convenience 
for you and  your guests.  The venue features 
the historic Chapel in addition to a beautiful 
banquet room with crystal chandeliers and 
cedar beams. The venue also features a private 
courtyard for outdoor ceremonies or a space 
for outdoor activities.  Brides will love the 
spacious, beautifully appointed Bride’s Room 
with multiple vanities and mirrors galore. Use 
the caterer of your choice or our full catering 
kitchen for your needs.  Alcohol permitted. 
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305 E .  WALNUT ST. ,  SPRINGFIELD,  MO 
417 .832 . 15 15   |   HOTELVANDIVORT.COM

Hotel Vandivort
Hotel Vandivort’s ballroom accommodates 
ceremonies, rehearsal dinners and brunches 
for up to 200 people. The historic, high-end 
building delivers loads of class and style. The 
fourth-�oor space has oversized windows, 
high ceilings and chevron hardwood �oors. 
With an executive chef on staff, they offer 
unique and custom menu items that many 
other venues in the area do not offer. Tables, 
chairs and beverage services are also avail-
able. The hotel’s heart-of-downtown lo-
cation is a perk. It is in walking distance of 
many restaurants and other local attractions 
for the couple’s guests. The experienced staff 
is attentive to the bride and groom and pro-
vides personal attention to each and every 
one. Every detail matters—leave your special 
day to Hotel Vandivort.

1 1 1 3  BRANSON LANDING BLVD. ,  BRANSON,  MO
417 .827 .0061   |   SKYDECKBRANSON.COM

The SKY Deck
Imagine, a magical sunset, the twinkle of the 
city lights, the glow of the moon re�ected in 
the water all coming together to create the 
perfect backdrop for your wedding. You’re 
about to marry the person of your dreams, so 
why not create the wedding of your dreams?  
The SKY Deck is Branson’s most unique ven-
ue, located across Branson Landing over-
looking Lake Taneycomo. It offers its guests 
luxury at an affordable price. Their friendly 
staff will be happy to assist you in creating 
your dream wedding for up to 100 guests. 
Catering options and a variety of seating 
choices for your rehearsal dinner, ceremo-
ny and reception are among the services 
offered. Contact Linda Peterson at 417-827-
0061 or visit SKYDeckBranson.com  
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425 W.  WALNUT ST. ,  SPRINGFIELD,  MO
417 .888 .3025  |   425DOWNTOWN.COM

425 Downtown
Located on historic Walnut Street in downtown Spring-
�eld, 425 Downtown is the ideal place for any event. A 
beautiful atmosphere and top-notch service allow you to 
customize your experience, with a variety of packages that 
help simplify your day. Let 425 Downtown’s all-in-one lo-
cation with catering and bar service streamline your wed-
ding celebration.

52 1  ST.  LOUIS ST. ,  SPRINGFIELD,  MO
417 .883 .6579 |  THEOLDGLASSPLACE.COM

The Old Glass Place
With preserved wood and exposed brick, the Old Glass 
Place has unparalleled charm.  The high ceilings are perfect 
for the most dramatic fabric draping or use of twinkling 
Edison lights.  The venue is available with patio, top shelf 
full bar service and theatre lighting.  It is sure to make your 
wedding a special event.  The Old Glass Place is committed 
to making the process as easy and enjoyable as possible 
and giving you an exceptional experience.  

910 W.  BATTLEFIELD RD. ,  SPRINGFIELD,  MO
417 .882 . 1776  |   9 10BALLROOM.COM

The 910 Ballroom 
Inside the Executive Conference Center

The 910 Ballroom and Renaissance Room at 
the Executive Conference Center deliver all 
the amenities you desire for a grand reception 
or intimate wedding ceremony. Experience an 
excellent southside location and be assured of 
receiving the utmost service and attention to 
detail. They are �exible to suit your needs so 
this special event exceeds your expectations. 

Packages include custom setup, up-light-
ing of designated tables, crystal chandeliers, 
audio and visual equipment and hardwood 
�oors, at no additional fee. Outside catering 
is always welcomed. Professional staff  will 
ensure your day is as unique as you are.
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142  CLUBHOUSE DR. ,  BRANSON,  MO
417 .334 .0634 |  PARTYPLAYSTAY.COM

Pointe Royale
Pointe Royale’s natural beauty along Lake Taneycomo 
makes it the ideal location for your wedding reception. 
It is an elegant yet affordable venue. There are unique 
indoor options to accommodate any size group. They of-
fer full-service catering and bar, and all tables and chairs 
are included in the price. The staff goes out of their way to 
make your experience hassle free. The resort also provides 
accommodations and amenities for you and your guests.

1037 E .  TOWNSHIP SUITE 200 ,  REPUBLIC ,  MO
417 .848 .6 147  |   OLDTOWNEEVENTCENTER.COM

The Old Town Event Center
The Old Towne Event Center boasts an elegant, urban-
chic loft feel with its Baccarat chandeliers and wood and 
marble �ooring. It’s perfect for your wedding ceremony 
and/or reception. The venue accommodates celebrations 
as large as 500 people. There is a bridal suite, catering 
kitchen, elevator, parking and two ballrooms. Brandt 
Pointe Ballroom seats up to 350, and Sankaty Ballroom 
seats 150. Call today, and make your big-day dreams 
come true. 

National Avenue Christian Church
National Avenue Christian Church wishes to help you create 
the ceremony of your dreams. The sanctuary is noted for its 
simple and timeless beauty. The outside re�ects the beauty 
of each wedding season. This church, located in the center 
of town, has been the home of many beautiful weddings 
and receptions. National Avenue will take requests from 
couples that are not members when the church is available. 
Let them be a part of your special day.

15 15  S .  NATIONAL AVE. ,  SPRINGFIELD,  MO
417 .869 .9 176  |   NATIONALAVENUECC.COM

The Gambrel Barn
The Gambrel Barn looks like it has been standing for decades. 
Reclaimed wood adds warmth, aged corrugated tin creates 
depth and the setting overlooking a valley makes it the pre-
mier country venue. It provides more than 5,000 square feet 
for indoor weddings and receptions. Another 2,100 square 
feet of open space lends to outdoor dancing and mingling. 
The outdoor ceremony area has a stamped brick walkway, 
wooden pergola and bench seating. Unlike other venues, the 
location is set on a family farm, providing a quiet setting.

180 15  LAWRENCE FARM RD.  1 1 25 ,  VERONA,  MO
417 .498 .6966  |  THEGAMBRELBARN.COM

Relics Event Center
Special events should look and feel special. That’s why so 
many brides choose Relics Antique Mall for their showers, 
ceremonies and receptions. Surrounded by the mementos 
of the past while beginning a new future, this is a one-of-a-
kind venue. Relics’ newly remodeled facility now offers a 
bridal suite, prep kitchen and sound system at no addition-
al charge. They even allow outside catering and can host 
a cash bar. Relics is affordable, spacious and truly special.

20 15  W.  BATTLEFIELD RD.  STE.  E . ,  SPRINGFIELD,  MO
417 .883 . 1 143   |  FACEBOOK.COM/RELICSEVENTCENTER

The Parks
Dreaming of a stunning outdoor wedding? Many park 
locations are VERY affordable at $500 or less, or choose 
a gazebo at the Botanical Gardens for just $100/hr. The 
Spring�eld-Greene County Park Board has dozens of 
locations including: Spring�eld Botanical Gardens, Lake 
Spring�eld Boathouse, Rutledge-Wilson Farm Park, Jordan 
Valley Park, Mizumoto Japanese Stroll Garden, Northview 
Center inside of Doling Park and Park Pavilions. Any of these 
would make an unforgettable ceremony and/or reception.

SPRINGFIELD,  MO
417 .864 . 1049 |  PARKBOARD.ORG/WEDDINGS
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Forever jewelry. That’s what Mitchum Jewelers looks 
for when hand-picking pieces for their customers. Some 
of their long-time clients are wearing family heirlooms 
originally purchased at Mitchum’s. In business since 1965, 
Mitchum Jewelers is the longest-owned family jewelry 
store in the area. 

While they have a long history, Mitchum’s prides them-
selves on staying current with the latest trends. They 
partner with top jewelry designers like Tacori, A. Jaffe, 
Henri Daussi, Parade and more. 

No matter how beautiful the selection, some people 
are dreamers. When a custom design is what it takes, 
Mitchum’s two full-time jewelers can make it happen. 
They create one-of-a-kind rings for romantic dreamers 

every day. Their custom design process makes it happen 
quickly and ef�ciently. The store carries a large in-house 
inventory of loose diamonds. The stones come in all 
shapes and sizes so customers can �nd the perfect one 
for their budget. 

Mitchum Jewelers doesn’t just sell diamonds. They offer 
unmatched service. The goal is to create a jewelry expe-
rience that’s both memorable and endearing. To create a 
long-lasting and loyal relationship with each and every 
customer. After more than 50 years in the business, it 
seems they’re doing something right. Making forever 
jewelry for forever customers. 

 2431 W. JACKSON ST. ,  OZARK, MO  |   417 .581 .2415  |   MITCHUMJEWELERS.COM

Mitchum Jewelers

BEAUTY, STYLE & GIFTS
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Grove Spa

Pamper yourself before the wedding day with 
luxurious, personalized services from Grove 
Spa. Let the Grove Spa team cater to your 
individual needs with a relaxing massage 
or facial, body treatment, waxing, spray tan, 
manicures and pedicures, or custom make-
up application. For a relaxing day with your 
bridesmaids, Grove Spa offers package op-
tions for bridal showers and bachelorette par-
ties complete with catering and hotel ameni-
ties at the University Plaza Hotel. Named Best 
of 417 award-winner 13 years in a row, Grove 
Spa is locally owned and renowned for its 
quality of work and attention to clients’ needs. 
Call either location today, and start planning 
your day of indulgence.

 1522 E. SUNSHINE ST. ,  SPRINGFIELD, MO | 417.881 .8887
333 S JOHN Q HAMMONS PKWY, SPRINGFIELD, MO | 417.831 .0880

GROVESPA.COM

549 EAST ELM STREET REPUBLIC, MO | 417.732.2700
1666 EAST SUNSHINE SPRINGFIELD, MO | 417.315.8747

381 GUIN RD. ,  NIXA, MO | INVIKTUSSALON.COM

Inviktus Salon

Inviktus Salon is a Paul Mitchell focus 
salon that pays the utmost attention to 
your needs. When choosing colors, cuts 
and wedding needs, this team has it down 
to an art to make sure you shine no matter 
the occasion! From makeup to brows and 
saying your vows, these dedicated stylists 
are truly here to serve you any day, and 
especially on your wedding day! In addition 
to our location at Af�nity Riverside Estate 
in Nixa, we have 2 more locations to serve 
you in Republic and Spring�eld. No matter 
where you are in 417-land, and no matter 
what your occasion is, Inviktus Salon is 
ready to take care of your hair!
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Normans Bridal

For more than 35 years, brides have 
discovered the Normans difference. Not 
only does Normans have the largest and 
�nest selection of wedding gowns, but 
they also have the most devoted staff in 
the area. The Normans team understands 
your individuality and listens closely to your 
vision of the perfect gown.

Normans also has a complete selection 
of amazing bridesmaids’ gowns that your 
maids will truly love to wear. The bridal shop 
of choice for Spring�eld and the surrounding 
area is Normans Bridal.

317 SOUTH AVE., SPRINGFIELD, MO
417.866.9800 |  NORMANSBRIDAL.COM

Tesori
Buying your bridal gown is a once-in-a-
lifetime experience. Tesori Bridal makes 
sure it’s everything you dreamt. 

Tesori is the only bridal salon in the region 
offering dresses by exclusive designers. 
Names like Hayley Paige, Pronovias, Assure 
Bridals, Nicole Miller and Ti Adora are part 
of their distinctive collection. 

Tesori wholeheartedly serves bridal 
parties by listening, offering advice and 
respecting a bride’s budget. When “the” 
dress is found, everyone celebrates with 
complimentary champagne and a signature 
“Wifey” tee. 

Well-known for exquisite atmosphere, 
Tesori’s ambience rivals any bridal salon 
in the nation. Because everything in this 
shopping experience should be once-in-a-
lifetime special. 

577 E. MILLSAP RD. ,  FAYETTEVILLE, AR
479.966.4622 |  TESORIBRIDALFORMAL.COM
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Wickman's Garden Village
Today's brides love the look and feel of gardens, parks, 
outdoor event spaces and historic buildings to celebrate 
their weddings. This in�uences the bride and bridesmaids 
bouquets with a natural soft feeling of native �owers and 
English garden varieties of �owers. All hand tied together for 
a fresh picked �oral gathering. Succulents, as well as grasses 
and ivy, are great textural elements to add in the bouquets.

1 345 S .  FORT AVE. ,  SPRINGFIELD,  MO
417 .862 .3707 |  WICKMANS.COM

Acacia Spa
Transform yourself for your wedding day with personalized 
aesthetic treatments from Acacia Spa. Advanced skin care 
treatments, laser hair removal, airbrush and mineral makeup, 
Botox®, �ller, lash extensions, �tness transformations, body 
wraps and a variety of other relaxing services will give you the 
perfect glow when you walk down the aisle. Group packages 
for bridal parties are available. Call Acacia Spa today to begin 
your bridal transformation.

4058 S .  LONE PINE AVE.
4 17 .823 .83 18  |  ACACIA-SPA.COM

320 E .  WALNUT,  STE.  2 10 ,  SPRINGFIELD,  MO
417 .50 1 .9661   |   SPARKEVENTS.COM

Spark Events

At Spark Events, energy is everything. In just 
three short years, Spark has grown to be an 
industry leader, providing award-winning 
event photography, cinematography, photo 
booth and DJ services. No matter what your 
event, Spark has what you need to breathe 
life into your celebration. 
Whether it’s charging up the crowd with 

our skilled DJ services or capturing precious 
moments with one of our photographers, Spark 
brings the energy—no matter the occasion.

ENTERTAINMENT & RENTALS

When you enter Ella Weiss Wedding Design, you know 
you’re buying more than a dress. You’re buying peace of 
mind, someone to be by your side every step of the way. 
Making certain you have the dress of your dreams is their 
priority. Their wedding coordinating services lighten the 
load of today’s busy bride and work to bring your dreams to 
life. It’s the gowns you want with the service you deserve at 
a price you can afford.

400 E .  WALNUT ST. ,  SUITE 120
SPRINGFIELD,  MO  |   4 17 .865 .0700

Ella Weiss Wedding Design
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Simply Delicious Catering

Voted 417 Magazine’s Best Caterer 2013 
through 2016, Simply Delicious Catering is 
exceptional in their industry. The professional 
staff provides outstanding service; fresh, 
customized menus; unique presentation 
and creative displays. If brides have a family 
recipe that is special to them, the chef 
incorporates it into their menu. It is important 
to Simply Delicious Catering to make sure 
the food selection �ts the bride and groom 
and is based on what is important to them. 
They guide you through the process and 
make it worry-free. Between the exceptional 
food and top-notch service, they leave a 
lasting impression. Events to remember—
that’s their passion.

CATERING & SWEETS

2340 W.  GRAND ST. ,  SPRINGFIELD,  MO
417 .766 . 2946  |   SIMPLYDELICIOUSLLC.COM

PROMOTION

PHOTOGRAPHY

SPRINGFIELD,  MO  |   4 17 .379 .5308  |   MANDYEVANSPHOTO.COM

Mandy Evans Photography

Mandy Evans has shared a love affair with a 
camera since 1998. She considers it her job to 
discover and capture the detailed, memorable 
moments that a wedding day is �lled with. 

Brides appreciate the personalized attention 
they receive along the way. Mandy takes time 
to get to know each bride and what she loves. 
While it’s all about the bride, it is just as much 
the groom’s day. Mandy focuses on him as 
well and makes sure he feels comfortable in 
front of the camera. 

Let Mandy document this life chapter. You 
are sure to receive an unforgettable experience 
and build a relationship in the process.
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Ready to feather
your nest?

On newsstands at Barnes & Noble,
Harter House, Price Cutter
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We have a magazine
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DANCE IT OUT
Megan Schulte hit 
the dance  oor after 
her op of the ock 
ceremony.

86 92 98 104 110
MEGAN & JESSE

The rolling hills and 
rustic charm at Top of 
The Rock top off this 

couple’s big day.

TONY & GEOFF
This pair pulled out 

all the stops for their 
special destination 

wedding.

STEPHANIE & 
JONATHAN

Step inside the beauty 
of this Enchanted Hills 

ceremony.

CHELSEA & JOSHUA
With help from family 

and friends, this 
couple’s celebration 

was extra special.

MEGAN & VICTOR
The mood was certainly 

merry and bright at 
this classic Christmas 

wedding.
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Megan Gray & Jesse Schulte

A lthough Megan Gray and Jesse Schulte both 
work as assistant merchants at Bass Pro Shops’ 
corporate headquarters, it took more than nine 

months for them to o�cially meet, which they �nally did 
at a Christmas party. Jesse—sporting a festive, noticeably 
too-small onesie—made an impression, and they started 
spending time together with friends in the weeks that 
followed, including cheering on their beloved Mizzou 
Tigers in Dallas at the Cotton Bowl. Their �rst date was 
a Thomas Rhett concert, the �rst of  many concerts to 
come. “We bonded over our love of  the Tigers, country 
music, football and small towns,” Megan says. 

One year later, they headed to Big Cedar Lodge and 
Top of  the Rock to celebrate their anniversary. Having 
spent the prior month planning a special proposal, Jesse 
was a bundle of  nerves, so much so that he backed his car 

into a boulder. After shaking o�  the slip-up, the couple 
went for a stroll, eventually meandering over to Top of  
the Rock’s Chapel of  the Ozarks. Jesse urged Megan to 
go inside. Megan noticed a small crowd standing nearby 
and overheard that a proposal was underway. “I had no 
idea it was the preparation for my very own proposal 
that was taking place inside,” she says. 

Once they entered the chapel, Jesse got down on one 
knee and asked Megan to marry him. He presented her 
with a precious family heirloom: the ring once worn by 
her mother and great-grandmother. She said yes, and the 
couple wed 11 months later in a romantic ceremony held 
in the very chapel where the proposal took place. After 
the exchange of  vows, an elegant reception at Top of  the 
Rock Wine Cellar Event Room kicked o�  the Schultes’ 
happily ever after. — Stephanie Towne Benoit

HILLTOP HITCHED
Megan knew she wanted 
her wedding to be held 
somewhere with rolling 
hills and stunning scenery. 
Having gone to neighbor-
ing Big Cedar Lodge for 
several getaway trips with 
her mother, Megan realized 
that op of the ock fit the 
bill beautifully.

APRIL 6,
2016

Top of the Rock,
Ridgedale
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OUTDOOR OASIS: 1. hapel of the arks  rustic  rich interior was accentuated with delicate touches like the silk agnolia owers strewn along the aisle.
2. Jesse and his est an  Jack Scheidt  cut the wooden rounds used to present goodies on the dessert ta le  the layout of which was sketched out y Megan s 
mom, an art teacher. 3. uests sociali ed during cocktail hour and ad ired op of the ock s infinity pool that see ingly ows into a le ock ake. 4. t first  
Megan was hesitant to select a strapless gown  ut she fell in lo e with this cha pagne  fit and are asa lanca ridal dress fro  racie s ridal  to which she 
added delicate sleeves.

1 2
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PRIMPED AND PAMPERED: 1. Megan treated the ridal party to stylish atching ro es that they all wore while getting ready. 2. Makeup artist ikki S ith ga e 
Megan pretty  natural akeup for the ig day. er soft  half ack hairstyle  done y hair stylist alia Stone  co ple ented the look. 3. Megan s other  with 
who  Megan shares a close ond  was the only person who saw the wedding gown prior to the ig day. Ph
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OFF THE RECORD
Megan and Jesse shared 
a precious moment  
in the chapel prior to 
the ceremony.
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A RUSTIC SCENE: 1. Megan and Jesse ade s ores on se eral of their early dates  so the treats were a perfect fa or for guests to take ho e and en oy.  
2. n place of a traditional guest ook  guests signed an artful wood sla  currently hanging in the couple s ho e as a re inder of the lo ed ones they cele rated 
with on their wedding day. 3. esting on whiskey arrels  the dessert ta le displayed delecta le treats like ycakes cupcakes and a two tier cake fro  the 

akery. heesecake  Jesse s fa orite dessert  was represented with ini cheesecake shooters. Ph
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CATERER ........................................................................................... Big Cedar Lodge

CAKE AND DESSERTS .......................Amycakes Bakery; Missouri State Catering

ENTERTAINMENT ................................................................................... Spark Events

FLOWERS ........................................................................................ Artistry in Bloom 

WEDDING PLANNER .............................................................................. Leah Hardin

DRESS AND SUITS .............................................................................. Gracie’s Bridal 

JEWELER ........................................................................................... Justice Jewelers

PHOTOGRAPHER ............................................... Christine Bonnivier Photography

VIDEOGRAPHER ................................................................Something Blue Cinema

HAIR.......................................................................Talia Stone; Honey + Hive Salon

MAKEUP .................................................................................................... Nikki Smith 

RENTALS ................................................................................. Elegant Touch Linens

DELICATE FLOWERS
Artistry in Bloom 

crafted the bouquets 
featuring blush-colored 

roses and magnolias.
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Dr. Geoff Stanczyk & Tony Hawn

D r. Geo� Stanczyk and Tony Hawn’s wedding was 
truly an international a�air, bringing together 
elements of  Spring�eld, St. Louis, New York 

City and Poland. Each of  these places is special to the 
couple. Geo� and Tony met in St. Louis, currently live 
in Spring�eld, and were visiting friends in New York City 
when they started talking about their wedding venue. A 
friend of  theirs who is a priest recommended they talk to 
St. Stanislaus Kostka Parish in St. Louis, and after meeting 
with the priest and touring the church, they knew it was 
exactly where they wanted to be married. 

The church was built in 1880 and still holds masses 
in Polish. This history was important to the couple be-
cause Geo� has Polish heritage and grew up in a Cath-
olic home. Because the church itself  is very formal and 
traditional, the ceremony naturally followed suit. Guests 
wore tuxedos and �oor-length gowns to attend the wed-
ding mass. A string quartet, organist and soloist provided 
the ceremony music that helped honor special guests and 
the wedding party. Close friends of  the couple also pro-

vided the readings, and Reverend Mark Bozek performed 
the marriage ceremony. 

After the ceremony, the party traveled to the Crystal 
Ballroom at the Marriott St. Louis Grand hotel for the 
reception. Pat Phillips with The Flower Merchant helped 
design the space and even replaced some chandeliers 
with ones he custom made for the couple. Geo� and 
Tony also had most of  the rental furniture, including 
couches, bars and candelabra, delivered from Luxe Event 
Rentals in New York City. Tony says they chose the Crys-
tal Ballroom because of  its historic design, and the �oor-
to-ceiling windows that span two stories to provide views 
of  downtown St. Louis didn’t hurt, either. 

After 15 years of  being together, Geo� and Tony start-
ed their new chapter of  marriage surrounded by friends 
and family from all over. Spring�eld friends were happy 
to travel to celebrate with them and understood St. Lou-
is was the perfect place. “We really wanted to write our 
next chapter in our life in the city where we met,” Tony 
says.— Rose Marthis

REAL WEDDINGS
GEOFF & TONY

HAND IN HAND 
r. eoff Stanc yk and 

ony awn walk down 
the aisle as newlyweds 
after eing together for 

 years. 
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OCTOBER 9,
2016

St. Stanislaus Kostka 
Polish Catholic Church, 

St. Louis
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BEST DAY EVER: 1. ony and eoff decided to get ready together rather than following tradition. ony told eoff he was his est friend  and  cannot i agine 
getting ready for this day without y est friend getting ready ne t to e.  2. he couple worked with andy Mitchu  at Mitchu  Jewelers to design custo  
rings. fter tra eling to stores all o er the country  ony says they are happy they chose a local eweler to step out of the o  and design so ething co pletely 
for the . 3. uests first saw the custo   logo in the wedding in itations  and the design was carried through the e ent as a cake topper  pro ected on the 

ackdrop and on custo  rugs in front of the pri ate ele ators. 4. ony and eoff tied the knot after eing engaged for one year. 
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DOWNTOWN BASH: 1. at hillips with he lower Merchant worked the couple s color sche e into the reception centerpieces. ony and eoff wanted long ta-
les that were connected so e eryone could sit together. he  guests dined on food catered y the hotel and were a le to choose fro  eat  fish and egan 

entrees. 2. he couple took photos outside of the church efore the cere ony. 3. So e downtown e ploring took the  to the ld ost ce la a for uni ue 
ackdrops for the photos. ho
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FAMILY TRADITION
It was i portant to eo  
to get married in a Cath-
olic Church since he grew 
up in the faith. 
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CHEERS TO THE HAPPY COUPLE: 1. eoff presented custo  cultured pearl necklaces and earrings ade y Mitchu  Jewelers to the ower girl and fe ale at-
tendants. 2. r. lan onno was the est an and one of fi e friends who toasted the couple at the reception. 3. he reception started with a cocktail hour in the 
lo y of the rystal allroo . uests unched on hor d oeu res and sipped on eu e ha pagne fro  the cha pagne ar all night. 4. ony and eoff danced to 

ll o er ou  fro  the usical RENT and to So ething ew  y well    ngrosso for their first dance. ho
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CAKE ..................................................................................Sarah’s Cake Shop, Chesterfield 

STRING QUARTET .............................................................................. The Landolfi Quartet 

SOLOIST ............................................................................................................Louis Michael

MUSIC DIRECTOR AND ORGANIST .................................................. Christopher Klepper

CHOIR ....................................... Pilgrim Congregational United Church of Christ Choir

FLOWERS AND DESIGN ............................................. Pat Phillips, The Flower Merchant

WEDDING PARTY DRESSES ...................................................Ella Weiss Wedding Design

WEDDING PARTY TUXEDOS ......................................................................Town & County

RINGS ........................................................................................................ Mitchum Jewelers

PHOTOGRAPHER AND VIDEOGRAPHER ................... Salvatore Cincotta Photography

HAIR AND MAKEUP ...............Jackie Richardson and Eric Felty, Mitchell James Salon

RENTALS .......................................................................Luxe Event Rentals, New York City

INVITATIONS, MENUS AND PROGRAM.................................... Paper Works and Events, 

............................................................................................................. Englewood, New Jersey

FUTURE SO BRIGHT
It was important to Tony 
and eo  to e arried 

in downtown St. Louis, 
the same place they met.
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Stephanie Campbell & Jonathan Wisdom

S tephanie Campbell and Jonathan Wisdom’s love 
story actually started out as someone else’s. Their 
friends had gone on a �rst date and talked about 

how Stephanie and Jonathan would hit it o�, so they each 
agreed to go on a double date. The two clicked instantly 
and followed up their date with adventures that explored 
their shared interests—karaoke, early 2000s pop music, 
pizza and more. After about three years of  dating, Jonathan 
took their relationship all the way by getting down on one 
knee at Silver Dollar City while the pair was taking in the 
Christmas lights with friends and family. They even got a 
great photo op out of  it.

Stephanie and Jonathan tied the knot a little more 
than a year later at Enchanted Hills. A perfect pairing 
wasn’t in the cards for their matchmaking friends, but 
they each were in the wedding party, which included best 
man Matt Tolliver, Brian Katz, Greg Hargis, Ray Bender, 
Mike Hughes and Eric Shemeld on the groom’s side and 
on the bride’s side, dual maids-of-honor, the bride’s sis-
ters, Michelle and Lisa Campbell; Ashley Diaz; Courtney  
Chodes; Abby Katz; and Shelby Bobbett. The newlyweds 
share a love of  wheels—he’s a regional sales manager at 
Prime, Inc., and she is the �nance manger for her family’s 
Ford dealership.—Claire Porter

REAL WEDDINGS
STEPHANIE & JONATHAN

FAIRY TALE AFFAIR
Stephanie’s strapless 
ivory draped net 
mermaid gown by Mori 
Lee gave her Enchanted 
Hills wedding an 
ethereal feeling.
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MAY 14, 
2016

ENCHANTED HILLS, 
SPRINGFIELD
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TIMELESS TRADITIONS: 1. According to Southern tradition, to ensure good weather on their wedding day, the bride and groom must bury a bottle of new, un-
opened bourbon upside down at the site of the wedding one month prior to the ceremony and then drink from it on their actual wedding day. Luckily it worked, 
and there wasn’t a rain cloud in sight. 2. The groom and groomsmen wore navy suits from Men’s Suit Mart accentuated with navy and champagne bow ties for an 
elegant, timeless color palette. 3. In lieu of a traditional guest book, guests could sign a wooden monogram of the new couple’s names with metallic markers.  
4. Stephanie and Jonathan exchanged love notes, which Stephanie read before donning her wedding dress (but after getting her hair and makeup done).
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BRINGING IT TOGETHER: 1. Fortunately for Stephanie and Jonathan, the weather was cool and sunny for their outdoor wedding at Enchanted Hills.  
2. Stephanie worked with SB Bon to create a bouquet in white and pink with hydrangeas, roses, peonies, baby’s breath and eucalyptus. Stephanie accen-
tuated with pins from her mother, sisters and bridesmaids, who were members of her sorority, Alpha Delta Pi. 3. Guests feasted like kings thanks to Patty 

ingo with Si ply elicious. arious stations offered salads  freshly car ed eat  hinese food and Me ican food. Ph
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ALL IN ONE
Enchanted Hills provided 
the perfect setting for a 
ceremony and reception. 
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ALL IN THE DETAILS: 1. The long tables at the reception were decorated with strands of greenery along with white hydrangeas, roses and baby’s breath spread 
throughout. 2. he isdo s  tiered anilla cake with rasp erry ganache ca e fro  ake orthy and was topped with a custo  onogra  that atched the 
large one they used as a guest book. 3. he isdo s ha e a fond lo e of all things s and early s  including usic  so he Mi tapes were a perfect fit for 
their reception. hoosing a li e and instead of hiring a J was a ong Stephanie and Jonathan s est decisions for their wedding. Ph
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CATERER .........................................................................Patty Wingo, Simply Delicious

CAKE ......................................................................................Patty Worthy, Cake Worthy 

MUSIC/ENTERTAINMENT .........................Joyful Sound of the Ozarks; The Mixtapes

FLOWERS ..................................................................................................................SB Bon

PLANNER ..................................................Mary Douglas, Bringing It Together Events

DRESS........................................................................................................Normans Bridal

SUITS .........................................................................................................Men’s Suit Mart

PHOTOGRAPHER ............................................................................... Elise Abigail Photo

HAIR & MAKEUP ................................................... Erin Wheaton, Blu Skies Hair Salon

VIDEOGRAPHER ..................................................................................... Pollock Pictures

RENTALS ............................................................................ SB Bon; Swept Away Rentals

PUT A RING ON IT
Stephanie and Jonathan 
exchanged rings from 
Mitchum Jewelers in 
their outdoor ceremony 
at Enchanted Hills. 
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C helsea Redfern’s mother, Ginny, moved into a 
new home in fall 2014. Little did she know then, 
she was living in the house that sat next to the 

barn where her daughter would be married less than two 
years later. But the area itself  was nothing new. In fact, 
Chelsea’s former home was just down the road, and she 
and Ginny knew the roads well. “We used to do three-mile 
walks every day, and we would always walk past this place,” 
she says. They’d look at the old, dilapidated property each 
time. But then one day someone bought the house and 
remodeled it, and Ginny fell in love.

Ginny bought this property next, and soon after, Chel-
sea’s boyfriend, Joshua Cantrell, proposed. It was soon 
time to start planning a wedding. When the two began 
thinking about venues, Chelsea thought of  her mom’s 
backyard. “I had always said I wanted a backyard wedding,” 
Chelsea says. “When I met Josh, our interests and tastes 
aligned, and he was totally up for it. I just wanted to get 

married in my mom’s backyard and use the barn as a back-
drop, but mom said, ‘How about we gut the barn, turn it 
into a venue and go from there?’”

Chelsea’s family called in a professional to re�nish the 
old barn’s foundation, and they called on friends and ad-
ditional family members to help remodel the rest of  the  
interior. Roughly �ve months later, the barn-turned- 
venue—named Tucked Inn Barn—was complete. The 
rustic space was named after Chelsea’s brother, Tucker 
Redfern, who passed away in 2012, and Chelsea and Josh 
were proud to be the �rst to celebrate their marriage there. 

After the ceremony, guests enjoyed a casual meal  
catered by Whole Hog Café, and dessert was cake and 
cupcakes by Beth’s Bake Shoppe & Tea Room. An ar-
rangement of  �owers, vintage furnishings and other rustic 
touches helped complete the look of  the space, much of  
which was designed and executed by Chelsea’s mother, 
Ginny, who owns Baglady Boutique.—Savannah Waszczuk

REAL WEDDINGS
CHELSEA & JOSHUA

DRESSED TO IMPRESS
Chelsea wore a dress 
from Gracie’s Bridal, 
and Joshua picked out 
his outfit which was 
complete with a pais-
ley print purple tie at 
Dillard’s. “He has his own 
style,” Chelsea says. “He 
loves to be polished and 
ironed.”
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Chelsea Redfern & Joshua Cantrell APRIL 30, 
2016

Tucked Inn Barn, 
Rogersville
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RUSTIC CHARMS: 1. helsea s fa ily and friends helped refinish the arn and get it ready for the ig day. fter ha ing the foundation redone  the crew headed inside 
to add insulation, sand and stain wood and do all the other work it took to transform the old space into a dreamy rustic venue. 2. Chelsea used chalk pens to write on 
the antique-looking chalkboard that was placed toward the arrival area. She freehanded the board’s display type, which included the names of those in the bridal party.  
3. helsea s cousin  eslie ewco  hand ade giant owers to decorate the wall ehind the seating area. She ade the  using cardstock and card oard  helsea says. 

he iggest one was  feet in dia eter.  he owers hung ehind a couch that had a iew of the dance oor. 4. The wedding cake was a strawberry cake with white icing 
y eth s ake Shoppe  ea oo . helsea s o  inny edfern  added twine and oral accents to the cake to help it atch the rest of the wedding s decor.
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PRETTY IN PURPLE: 1. The bridal party included Mark Dixon, Jake Smith, Kennerik Nelson, Bobby Francis, Travis Woolery, Maddie Fletcher, Alyson Hooten, Katelyn Jones, 
eather aldwin  aley rorsen and iffany oolery. 2. Chelsea and Ginny had charger-sized wood slabs cut from a tree, which they then sanded and stained themselves 

and used in the enue s decor. he pieces were used in ta le centerpieces  which also featured fresh oral arrange ents y he est. o e ade peach preser es were 
given away as wedding favors. 3. helsea designed her own wedding in itations  which included shades of purple and pink and a splash of owers. Ph
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ONE OF A KIND
Chelsea purchased her 
wedding gown at Gracie’s 
Bridal. It was originally 
a strapless dress, but 
Chelsea had it altered to 
include lace straps. 
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PRACTICALLY PERFECT: 1. Chelsea and Josh were given a custom ampersand sign displaying their anniversary as an early wedding gift. “I have an obsession with amper-
sands  helsea says. hey displayed the sign in the enue with oral arrange ents created y helsea s o  inny. 2. Chelsea’s father, David Redfern, walked her down 
the aisle. A large burlap runner helped complete the outdoor wedding’s rustic theme. 3. Nearly 150 people attended Josh and Chelsea’s wedding. The main seating area 
featured tables with white linens and white chairs, and tulle and three chandeliers hung from the wooden beams above. Ph
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DRESS ........................................................................................... Gracie’s Bridal 

PHOTOGRAPHY ..........................................................Mandy Evans Photography

FOOD ..........................................................................................Whole Hog Café

CAKE ................................................................. Beth’s Bake Shoppe & Tea Room

ENTERTAINMENT .............................................................. B Sharp Entertainment

FLORAL BOUQUETS .....................................................................Linda’s Flowers

FLORAL CENTERPIECES .......................................................................... The Nest

WEDDING PLANNER.......................................................................Ginny Redfern

HAIR ............................................................................................... Katelyn Jones

MAKEUP ................................................................................Melissa Britt Rogers

INVITATIONS ...............................................................................Chelsea Redfern

PROPS AND DECOR ..................................................................Baglady Boutique

RINGS.....................................................................................Glasscock Jewelers

SETTING THE SCENE
A burlap runner helped carry 

the wedding’s rustic theme 
outside of the barn, and  two 

reclaimed barrels helped frame 
the picturesque ceremony.
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Megan Williams & Victor Jantz

V ictor and Megan Jantz met on the stage. The 
two were cast as the male and female leads 
in a production of  Once Upon a Mattress at 

Branson’s Tri-Lakes Community Theatre, and at 
that time, Megan wasn’t looking for love. Victor had 
other ideas. “He, of  course, loved me immediately,” 
Megan says with a laugh. When she realized that she 
couldn’t stop thinking about Victor, their relationship 
bloomed quickly. Their showmance resulted in a sweet 
engagement and a truly dazzling wedding.

After an eight-month separation when Megan 
temporarily moved to Washington, D.C., the couple 
found their bond solidi�ed. Megan moved back to 
Branson to be with Victor, and he proposed about a 
year into their relationship. On December 8, 2014, they 
were heading to dinner at Top of  the Rock. Before they 
could settle in at Arnie’s Barn, Victor squired Megan to 

the majestic Chapel of  the Ozarks to pop the question. 
“The sun was setting in front of  the window in the 
chapel, and it was so beautiful,” Megan says. “And he 
said, ‘I could just marry you.’” At that point, he got 
down on one knee and proposed while Megan’s close 
friend captured the moment on camera.

On December 5, 2015—almost exactly one year 
later—the couple celebrated their love with a classic 
Christmas wedding at Williams Memorial Chapel at 
College of  the Ozarks. The wedding was every bit as 
unique as the Jantz couple and was decadent down to 
the last detail. “I remember every single detail,” Megan 
says. “A lot of  brides say that their wedding was a blur, 
but I was taking a lot of  mental pictures.” The couple 
celebrates their �rst anniversary this holiday season, 
and they’re undoubtedly looking back on a true crowd-
pleaser of  a wedding.—Lillian Stone

REAL WEDDINGS
MEGAN & VICTOR

A HOLIDAY UNION
Megan Williams and Victor 
Jantz held a holiday-
themed ceremony at 
College of the Ozarks for 
their December wedding. 
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DECEMBER 5,  
2015

College of the Ozarks 
Chapel, Point Lookout
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WINTER WONDERLAND: 1. For the reception, Megan changed out of her winter white gown and into a dazzling holiday-inspired ball gown from Lulia Boutique.
2. Best man Andrew Jantz and groomsmen Cody Boggs, Jordan Bright, Greg Lilley and Keith Smith were suited up in tuxedos from Touch of Class in Branson. Ring 
bearer Luke Smalley joins the group for a photo. 3. Victor and Megan emerge from Williams Memorial Chapel as husband and wife. 4. The bride celebrates her 
big day alongside her bridal party, which included maid of honor Kelli Roberts, junior bridesmaid Alex Smalley and bridesmaids Somer Dean, Lana Kroll, Brianne 
McGill and Rachel Way.
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IN THE DETAILS: 1. The black-tie dinner menu included indulgent fare from The Keeter Center. The savory menu items included eggplant Parmesan and roasted 
pork loin. 2. Guests had their pick of two delicious cakes at the reception: the bride’s cake (pictured), which featured three layers of hazelnut, red velvet and ama-
retto cake with a buttercream icing, and the groom’s option, which also featured red velvet cake and buttercream icing. 3. The reception’s elegant holiday theme 
included classic centerpieces featuring vintage books and teacups. Ph
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TEA TIME 
The Jantz wedding was 
truly classic with an 
afternoon tea following 
the ceremony and a black-
tie dinner and reception 
following the tea.
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HOLIDAY HOORAH: 1. The College of the Ozarks Chapel gave Megan and Victor the perfect backdrop for their union. 2. Megan’s dog, a cavalier King Charles 
spaniel na ed ony  rolled down the aisle in a uggy pulled y a ower girl. he youngest ower girl had refused to get in the uggy  so ony filled in. 3. Me-
gan s other passed away in  so Megan passed white roses to wo en who stood in as aternal figures after her other s death. She laid the final rose on a 
table with photos of her mother and a bust holding her mother’s wedding dress. 4. The couple wanted music to be central to their day in the form of a 30-mem-
ber choir, a 17-member orchestra, a choir of handbells and a rendition of “The Lord’s Prayer” sung by Gregg Busch, accompanied by a single ballet dancer. Ph
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CEREMONY SITE  ........................................ College of the Ozarks Chapel

RECEPTION SITE  ..................The Keeter Center at College of the Ozarks

VIDEO  ......................................................................College of the Ozarks

DJ  .......................................... Brydon Brett, The Bretts Show (Prince Ivan)

BRIDE’S DRESS  ......................Custom-designed by Rachel, ericdress.com

RECEPTION DRESS  ............................................................. Lulia Boutique

BRIDESMAID DRESSES .........................Custom-designed by Becky Stone

CAKE  ................................................................................ Pastries by Carla

HAIR  ..................................................... Misha Lee, Take 1 Hair in Hollister

PHOTOGRAPHER  ......................................... Sheri Holloway Photography 

SECOND SHOOTER  .......................................................... Michael Rogers

WEDDING COORDINATION.................Sarah Rein, Branson Party Rentals 

FLOWERS & PARTY RENTALS  ..............Sarah Rein, Branson Party Rentals

DOUBLE THE DRESSES
 After the wedding ceremony, 
Megan changed into a festive 
custom-made reception dress 

to dance the night away. 
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Make your dream wedding a reality. These bridal 
professionals help you prepare for your big day!

WISH 
LIST

PROMOTION
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Mandy Evans Photography
Mandy Evans gets to know each bride 

and what she loves. She discovers 
and captures the detailed, memorable 

moments that a wedding day is � lled with.
417-379-5308 | mandyevansphoto.com

 PROMOTION

Spark Events
Experience extravagance, simpli� ed. 
As an industry leader in Photography, 

cinematography, Photo Booth and 
DJ services, Spark brings energy and 

elegance to every event. 
417.501.9661 | sparkevents.com

Tesori Bridal
Hayley Paige has taken the bridal gown 
world by storm with her stunningly fresh, 
feminine and fashion forward designs. 

479-966-4622 | tesoribridalformal.com 

The Diamond Room
The Diamond Room is an elegant 
venue that offers full services, on-
site award-winning catering and 

customizable menus. 
417.766.2946 | diamondroom.org

Branson Limousine & 
Executive Charter

Luxury, Elegance, Service: Let us make 
your wedding the event of a lifetime. 
Choose from one of our Executive 

Town Cars, SUVs, or Superstretch or 
Excursion Limousines

417.331.1316 | bransonlimoservice.com

425 Downtown
425 Downtown is a beautiful Downtown 
Spring� eld venue. All Inclusive Packages 
are available. Let them help make your 

wedding memorable! 
417.888.3025 | 425downtown.com

Dogwood Canyon
Dogwood Canyon is the ultimate 

wedding location surrounded by nature 
with miles of crystal clear streams and 

dozens of cascading waterfalls.
1.800.225.6343 | dogwoodcanyon.org

Mitchum Jewelers
The Ammara Stone Collection available 
in White, Yellow and Red Gold, with a 
variety of Alternative Metals choices.

417.581.2415 | mitchumjewelers.com

Haseltine Estate
Schedule a tour and see for yourself 
why Haseltine Estate is the ideal ele-
gant, serene and romantic setting for 

your beautiful beginning. 
417.832.0833 | haseltineestate.com
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Big Cedar Lodge
America’s Premier Wedding Resort with an 

array of indoor and outdoor options that 
all overlook magni� cent Table Rock Lake.

1.800.225.6343 | bigcedar.com

Andy B’s Restaurant 
& Entertainment

Celebrate your last � ing before the ring. 
Grab your bridesmaids and party with 

us at the B!
417-883-1234 | andybspring� eld.com

 PROMOTION

The SKY Deck
The SKY Deck overlooking Lake 

Taneycomo with spectacular views. 
We’ll help plan your dream wedding 

for up to 100 guests. 
 417-827-0061 | SKYDeckBranson.com 

The 910 Ballroom 
Inside the Executive Conference Center

Ballrooms feature setup, hardwood � ooring, 
audio and visual equipment and stunning 

crystal chandeliers. Professional, experienced 
staff host your special event. 

417.882.1776 | 910ballroom.com

Chateau on the Lake 
Resort & Spa

Fairy-Tale weddings do come true 
at our Castle in the Ozarks. Chateau 

on the Lake, Branson’s only AAA 
Four-Diamond Resort and Spa. 

1.888.333.LAKE | chateauonthelake.com

Mitchum Jewelers
The Petite Crescent Collection is 
attractively feminine, and shines 

brilliantly with the unique Tacori touch.
417.581.2415 | mitchumjewelers.com

Downstream Casino Resort
Let Downstream be your one-stop shop 
for all things wedding. Their talented staff 
would love to work with you to make all 

your wishes come true.
918.919.6000 | downstreamcasino.com

Hotel Vandivort
Vandivort Ballroom sits in the heart of 
downtown in a beautifully renovated 
historic hotel and is the de� nition of 

elegance and romance. 
417.832.1515 | hotelvandivort.com

Heritage Chapel & 
Reception Venue

Character. Elegance. Charm. 
Only 12 miles from Downtown Spring� eld. 

Have your wedding and reception in
one beautiful, historic location. Outside 

catering and alcohol permitted.  

417.619.3468 | heritagechapel.net
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The Gambrel Barn
325-acre family farm provides a serene 
setting with only nature to view for your 
big day!  Indoor/outdoor ceremonies, 
bridal suite, grooms room and more!  

417.498.6966 | thegambrelbarn.com

Inviktus Salon
The professional stylists treat clients with an 
experience and look that leave them feeling 
fresh and con� dent. From styles of elegant 
and chic to rustic boutique, you’re covered.

417-315-8747 | Spring� eld
417-732-2700 | Republic

381 Guin Rd. Nixa | inviktussalon.com

 PROMOTION

Branson Dream Weddings
Your one-stop location for the Wedding of 
Your Dreams! We offer amazing wedding 

venues and accommodations for your 
family and your guest.

417.243.3419 | BransonDreamWeddings.com 

Sycamore
Creek Family Ranch

245 acres with stunning views provide a 
breathtaking stage for your wedding. Indoor/
outdoor ceremonies, barn, lake view, audio/
visual, bridal suite, grooms room and more!

417-593-9628  | sycamorecreekfamilyranch.com
photo credit: PhotoGenie Photography

Grove Spa
Give the gift of luxury and 

relaxation with a spa package, 
or choose individual services 

for a personalized experience at 
Spring� eld’s premier day spa

417.881.8887 | grovespa.com

Celebrations by Sonja
Pleasing brides for more than 16 
years with custom made cakes. 

Celebrations by Sonja specializes in 
made from scratch buttercream icing. 
Located in The Wedding Collection
417-883-1116 | celebrationsbysonja.com

Normans Bridal
From the moment you step inside 

Normans Bridal, your experience of a 
lifetime begins. Call today to schedule 

your moment.   

Spring� eld 417.866.9800 | normansbridal.com

bf5400

Follow 
us.
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122
ENCHANTING ESCAPE

Make your wedding into an unforgettable 
getaway at Karisma Hotels and Resorts. 

126
MOTHER OF THE BRIDES
Bernadette Pry shares how she 

planned two weddings in 10 months.
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NATURAL LOVE
Aimee and Derek 
Ball got married in a 
ceremony in front of 
the mountains thanks 
to help from Aimee’s 
mom, Bernadette Pry.
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REAL STORIES
DESTINATION I DO’S

The Riviera Maya provides a beautiful backdrop for 
your destination wedding. 

BY JOAN WHITAKER 

W hether your dream is a destination 
wedding for the two of  you or a cel-
ebration with all your family and 

friends, Karisma Hotels and Resorts makes 
planning a breeze. Karisma offers a Bride’s 
Dress Rehearsal every month. For $399 you 
receive three nights for two people at one of  
their Riviera Maya resorts located just south 
of  Cancun, Mexico. You’re assigned your own 
guide to show you the resorts and wedding lo-
cations available. The Bride’s Dress Rehearsal 
is truly one-stop planning. You meet the on-
site wedding team as well as photographers, 
musicians, DJs and entertainers. Taste cakes, 

SOMEWHERE

BEACH
on a

FLOAT AWAY
Soak up some rays and 

unwind those pre-wedding 
jitters at El Dorado Casitas 

Royale presidential pool.
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EASY BREEZY
Don’t let the beautiful 
views go to waste. Stay 
in the Casita Suite for an 
ultimate indoor-
outdoor experience.

champagnes and wines and sample delecta-
ble bites created by the top chefs in Mexico. 
Choose from hundreds of  table linens and an 
array of  china options.

If  those decisions begin to overwhelm you, 
Karisma offers Memorable Moments packages 
where you select the theme and they handle 
the rest. At press time the packages were:
Coastal Bliss: an ultimate beach affair
Sophisticated Soiree: fashion-forward with a 
cosmopolitan vibe
Vintage Elegance: whimsical and romantic
Colonial Charm: local culture combined with 
chic features

Majestic Flair: exotic details for the fun and 
adventurous
Pure Glamour: a touch of  classic old Holly-
wood glamour

When it comes to choosing ceremony and 
reception locations, Karisma Hotels and Re-
sorts has you covered. Want an oceanfront cer-
emony with your feet in the sand and waves 
crashing behind you? Or, how about an inti-
mate chapel? What about a rooftop ceremony 
with the azure sea as a backdrop? Or, perhaps 
everyone you know is accepting your invita-
tion and you need a spacious ballroom. All are 
available for your big day.

Each resort has its own personality. If  your 
guests are all adults, you might choose the El 
Dorado Royale, an adults-only resort offering 
beautiful pools, a sugar-sand beach and multi-
ple casual- and fine-dining options. One not-to-
be-missed experience is dinner at Fuentes Cu-
linary Theatre where the dinner preparation is 
the show. It’s a feast not only for your eyes but 
also for your appetite.

Another all-adult option is the Resort El 
Dorado Maroma located on one of  the top 10 
beaches in the world. In September 2016, El 
Dorado Maroma opened Palafitos-Overwater 
Bungalows, the first in Mexico.

TAKE A DIP
Enjoy a spa day 
before your I do’s 
at El Dorado Casitas 
Royale Naay Spa 
Hydrotherapy Pool.

BUBBLES & BUBBLY
Book the El Dorado 

Casitas Royale Casita 
Suite with a Jacuzzi for 

ultimate pampering.
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REAL STORIES
DESTINATION I DO’S

If  it’s just the two of  you slipping away for 
a quiet wedding and honeymoon, you’ll likely 
want to stay at the El Dorado Casitas Royale, 
a resort within a resort. It’s an adults-only en-
clave with charming casitas, outdoor (and in-
door) showers and in-room Jacuzzis, and some 
even have private pools. The Naay spa works 
out pre-wedding jitters or relaxes those tense 
post-wedding muscles.

If  your guests are multi-generational, Azul 
Sensatori by Karisma or Generations Resorts 
by Karisma are your best bets. Little ones love 
Azul Sensatori by Karisma because of  their 
partnership with Nickelodeon—think Sponge-
bob and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. The 
Generations Resorts by Karisma is connected 
to the El Dorado Casitas Royale by beachfront 
sidewalks, which make for a good option for 
those wanting adults-only peace but still need-
ing the ability to connect with those needing to 
keep the kids entertained.

Karisma Hotels and Resorts has stepped 
up the all-inclusive aspect of  its resorts with 
what it calls Gourmet Inclusive. The food 
and beverage are a cut above the norm. In 
fact, Le Chique Restaurant at Azul Sensatori 
by Karisma is ranked as one of  the top 10 
restaurants in Mexico. It is modernist cuisine 
where foods are reimagined to resemble 
something else. If  that sounds intriguing, it is. 
It’s an experience you’re not likely to forget, 
just like the beautiful resorts you’ll visit and 
the wedding you’ll plan.

Reservations are absolutely necessary, and 
space is limited, so reserve early. For more in-
formation or to book your stay, visit the web-
site at memorablemomentsweddings.com.

JUST KEEP SWIMMING
Enter your room by 
swimming straight in at 
El Dorado Casitas Royale 
Casita Suite Swim up 
Room View.

SWING, SWING
Rock the night away in a hammock 

at the El Dorado Casitas Royale.

WINE AND DINE
Grab a bite at El Dorado 
Casitas Royale Kampai for 
authentic eats that are sure 
to impress.

ROOM FOR ALL 
Live—or rather, 
stay—like a king at El 
Dorado Casitas Royale 
Presidential Casita.
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TO INFINITY AND BEYOND
Dip into your own infinity 

pool at the El Dorado Casitas 
Royale Infinity Pool Casita 

Suite Room.
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The Planning
At first I was really nervous about it—planning 
two weddings at the same time. First of  all, 
you think about the money that goes out for 
a wedding, and then when you think about the 
money that’s going to go out for two weddings 
in the near future, it’s like “Whoa!” But plan-
ning them both at once actually turned out to 

not be so bad. I did plenty of  shopping and 
plenty of  Pinteresting—and you have to do a 
lot of  that, but you can get ideas for both at the 
same time. So it really worked out okay. 

Anna was very much like, “Let’s get this 
done. What do we do next?” and that’s more of  
what I’m like, too. I am not one to sit around. 
So during that time of  planning Anna’s wed- Ph
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Bernadette Pry helped plan her two daughter’s weddings, which were a 
quick 10 months apart. Hear her �rsthand account of the process, and learn 

a few tips on surviving your own role as Mother of the Bride. 
BY BERNADETTE PRY AS TOLD TO SAVANNAH WASZCZUK

I DO
TIMES TWO

LEADING THE PACK
With a little research and an 
online certification, Vivian 
Wheeler (far right) was able 
to officiate the wedding 
ceremony for her friends 
Zak and Lauryn Jost.

DANCING DUO
Bernadette Pry 
dances with 
her husband, 
Mark, at their 
daughter Anna’s 
reception.

ding, if  I had free time, it was like, “Okay, what 
do I need to work on?” because I made a lot 
of  the decorations. And Anna was always there 
helping. So we were together three to four 
nights a week, making things, working on stuff, 
talking about the plans and getting things done. 

Now, that’s not to say we didn’t get things 
done for Aimee. But she was always more like, 

“Oh, I don’t know,” and she would put it off. 
Because she’s in Denver, I’d call her and say, 

“Okay, now it’s time for you to start working on 
this!” It all ended up getting done anyway, and 
I wouldn’t say that for either wedding we were 
extremely stressed trying to get things done at 
the last minute. They really weren’t that stress-
ful to plan.

We reused very little from one wedding to 
the next. One of  the things that comes to mind 
is the veil—they shopped for dresses and veils 
pretty close to each other in time, and they 
really both ended up liking the same style of  
veil, and that’s what we did reuse. So that was 

A MOTHER’S LOVE
Even though Berna-

dette Pry’s daugh-
ter Aimee lives in 

Colorado, Pry was still 
able to help plan her 

dream wedding.

REAL STORIES
PLANNING PRO

TEAMWORK MAKES THE DREAM WORK
Bernadette Pry and her daughter Anna celebrate a 
successful reception, which Pry helped plan.
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Aimee’s “something borrowed”—she used  
Anna’s veil. Also in Anna’s wedding, Mark 
[Pry’s husband] and I made a 16-foot-wide pipe 
and drape that sat behind the head table. In  
Aimee’s wedding, we cut it down to 8 feet and 
used it for a backdrop for a photo booth. Other 
than that, we reused a chalkboard and a cou-
ple of  signs and votive candle holders, but not 
much else.

The Big Day
Anna and Adam were married on November 
1, 2015, at the Savoy Ballroom. Their wedding 
colors were black and white, and then we also 
threw in some silver. It was closer to winter-
time, and the wedding had a little bit more of  
a winter feel. We used big white feathers in 
some of  the centerpieces, and we used white 
Christmas lights.

 DINING DETAILS
Bernadette Pry used Pinterest to help design and 
gather ideas for her daughter Anna’s tablescapes.

LIKE MOTHER 
LIKE DAUGHTERS
Bernadette Pry 
(second from left) 
and daughters 
Aimee, Anna and 
Alicia partied at 
the Savoy Ball-
room for Anna’s 
reception.

ENJOYING THE 
MOMENT
Thanks to lots of 
organization, Berna-
dette Pry was able 
to enjoy her daugh-
ter Aimee’s big day 
with no stress.

A MANOR FOR MATRIMONY
Aimee’s ceremony was held at The 

Manor House in Littleton, Colorado.
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PLANNING PRO

LOCAL LOVE
Anna and Adam 

Fite got married in 
Springfield, which 

made planning 
much easier for 

Anna’s mom, 
Bernadette Pry.
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BANNER BEAUTY
Bernadette Pry 
and her daughter 
Aimee got crafty 
and made a banner 
saying “You are my 
favorite.”

How to Survive 
as the Mother of 
the Bride
Bernadette Pry shares tips on 
surviving the role of Mother of the 
Bride twice in a 10-month period.

Track Your Spending
“Both girls had the same budget, and we 
were pretty determined to stick to those,” 
Pry says. “I kept a very detailed spread-
sheet of purchases and also a file with 
receipts in case I didn’t use something I 
could get a refund on. All of the purchases 
and little details really add up quickly.”

Shop Smart
Because she made a lot of the decor 
herself, Pry was spending lots of money 
on supplies. “I signed up for craft store 
mailing lists so I would receive coupons 
for them,” Pry says. “I very rarely made a 
non-discounted purchase. Plan ahead and 
watch for bargains.”

Get Creative
Each of Pry’s daughters has her own 
distinct personality, and their personalities 
were re ected in their wedding decor. 
Although the weddings had completely 
different looks  ry found creati e ways 
to repurpose certain ite s. fter the first 
wedding, we repainted the chalkboard 
easel and recustomized it for the second 
wedding,” Pry says.

Make a Timeline 
Both of Pry’s girls used timelines from The 
Knot (theknot.com) to help keep on track. 
“Get started early,” Pry says.

Trust the Pros
Planning Anna’s wedding came easily 

ecause ry li es in Springfield and the 
wedding was local, but when it was time to 
plan Aimee’s wedding in Denver, Pry asked 
for help. “Hiring a wedding coordinator 
for Aimee and Derek’s wedding was one 
of the best decisions we made,” Pry says. 
“[Aimee] was new to and pretty unfamiliar 
with Denver, and it was overwhelming in 
the beginning. I couldn’t just run to Denver 
at the drop of a hat. Very early on we 
decided to hire Elizabeth Restauri of Total 
Imagination Events in Denver, and she 
was able to guide us through the entire 
process, keep us on track with schedule 
and budget and help keep us both calm, 
which was worth every penny.”

SISTERS SAY YES 
Bernadette’s daughters got engaged within 12 
days of each other! Read her account online at 
417bride.com. 

Aimee’s wedding was on September 12, 2016. 
It was outdoors—she got married on the prop-
erty of  a mansion that was built in 1914. It’s at 
the base of  the mountains in Littleton, Colora-
do. It was very important to Aimee and Derek 
to have a view of  the mountains because they 
both love the mountains so much. 

Both weddings were beautiful, and I do 
have to say that I know they both loved their 
own the best. At Anna’s wedding, we were 
done with the ceremony, and we were stand-
ing in the Savoy, and it was just Anna and me 
standing there together for a minute. We were 
looking out over the reception area, and she 

said, “Mom, you nailed this,” and I said, “No, 
we nailed this.” That made everything worth it. 
It was so rewarding.

Aimee made a comment at her wedding—
she thanked her dad and me, and then she said, 

“Thank you for giving me the perfect wedding.” 
That’s what you want—you just want them to 
just love what we’ve done.

PINTEREST 
PRETTY

Bernadette Pry 
and Anna Fite  

sourced Pinterest 
and did a lot of 

shopping to cre-
ate tablescapes 

for the reception.

WEDDING ROUND TWO
Aimee and Derek Ball 
got married just 10 
months after Aimee’s 
sister Anna did.
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The scoop on local venues
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PICK YOUR PLACE
There’s no shortage 
of venues in 417-
land, including the 
classic elegance of 
Savoy Ballroom.
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*RECEPTIONS & REHEARSALS     

SPRINGFIELD METRO

319 EVENT CENTER Angelo Wannithantri 417-379-6745 150–200 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 2 Yes C

425 DOWNTOWN EVENTS & CATERING Connor W. Forbeck 417-888-3025 230 $750     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

AFFINITY RIVERSIDE ESTATE Tracy Voyles 417-840-5352 20–250 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

ANDY B’S RESTAURANT & ENTERTAINMENT Mollie Crawford  417-883-1234 150 50 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 2 No C, R

THE ARGENTINA STEAKHOUSE Sandra Kim 417-886-8010 150 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No R

AVANZARE ITALIAN DINING Clint Cox 417-567-3463 38 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No R

AVIARY EVENT CENTER Jessica Green 417-351-5350 100 50 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No C, R

BRUNO’S IL RISTORANTE Bruno Gargiulo 417-866-0007 50–60 $250     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No R

CLARION INN & SUITES Debbie Julich 417-520-6200 50–75 none     No Outside catering acceptable 2 Yes C

COURTYARD BY MARRIOT-SPRINGFIELD AIRPORT Megan Coy 417-869-6700 142 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No R

THE DIAMOND ROOM Patty Wingo 417-766-2946 380 $500     Yes No outside catering except cake 2 Yes C

DISCOVERY CENTER OF SPRINGFIELD Alex Verdugo 417-862-9910 10–1,000 20 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No C

  DOUBLETREE BY HILTON SPRINGFIELD   Heather McGuigan     417-799-1122      250     $500         Yes   No outside catering except cake     1–2     No         C, R

ENCHANTED HILLS WEDDINGS & EVENTS, LLC Athena Gideon 417-425-7948 225 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

EXECUTIVE CONFERENCE CENTER Cindy Lee 417-882-1776 50–250 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 2 Yes C

FLAME STEAKHOUSE & WINE BAR Chris LaBahn 417-823-8383 100 $150     Yes No outside catering except cake 1–2 No R

FREMONT HILLS COUNTRY CLUB Tim Thuro 417-725-1506 125 $500     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes R

GILARDI’S James Martin 417-862-6400 10–120 $300     Yes Outside catering acceptable 3 Yes R

HARUNO SUSHI BAR & GRILL March Uptmor 417-887-0077 75 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No R

HASELTINE ESTATE Tyler Langston 417-832-0833 200 $1,000     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

HERITAGE CHAPEL & RECEPTION VENUE Cathy Ritz 417-619-3468 2–200 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C

HIGHLAND SPRINGS COUNTRY CLUB Jessica Gilmore 417-886-0408 250 $1,000     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, R

HILTON GARDEN INN Agnieszka Koblenc 417-875-8800 200 $500     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, R

HISTORIC FIREHOUSE NO. 2 Mary Collette 417-864-7015 250–350 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

HOLIDAY INN & SUITES Alexis Shradnhick 417-522-2671 200 $500     Yes No outside catering except cake 2 No C, R

HOTEL VANDIVORT Tessa Diehl 417-832-1515 200 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No C, R

ISLAND GREEN GOLF CLUB Beverly Boatright 417-732-7622 150 $200     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

JORDAN VALLEY PARK Jeff Cumley 417-874-2942 25–5,000 $50     No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

LA QUINTA INN Dean Kroencke 417-890-6060 50 hold on credit     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No

LAKE SPRINGFIELD BOATHOUSE Jon Chamberlin 417-891-1550 80 pay in full     No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

LAMPLIGHTER INN NORTH CONVENTION CENTER Jeanne Hart 417-869-3900 300 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 2 No C

LAUGHTER PARTY VENUE Robin Gilmore 417-224-5300 60–100 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

THE MANSION AT ELFINDALE Myra Skiles 417-831-5400 150 50 percent     No Outside catering acceptable 1 No C

METROPOLITAN GRILL Kayla Duran 417-889-4951 6–80 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 3 No C, R

MILLWOOD GOLF & RACQUET CLUB Liz Tucker
417-889-4200 

ext. 117
125 30 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, R

Contact Phone No. of Guests Deposit
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SPRINGFIELD METRO

319 EVENT CENTER Angelo Wannithantri 417-379-6745 150–200 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 2 Yes C

425 DOWNTOWN EVENTS & CATERING Connor W. Forbeck 417-888-3025 230 $750     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

AFFINITY RIVERSIDE ESTATE Tracy Voyles 417-840-5352 20–250 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

ANDY B’S RESTAURANT & ENTERTAINMENT Mollie Crawford  417-883-1234 150 50 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 2 No C, R

THE ARGENTINA STEAKHOUSE Sandra Kim 417-886-8010 150 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No R

AVANZARE ITALIAN DINING Clint Cox 417-567-3463 38 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No R

AVIARY EVENT CENTER Jessica Green 417-351-5350 100 50 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No C, R

BRUNO’S IL RISTORANTE Bruno Gargiulo 417-866-0007 50–60 $250     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No R

CLARION INN & SUITES Debbie Julich 417-520-6200 50–75 none     No Outside catering acceptable 2 Yes C

COURTYARD BY MARRIOT-SPRINGFIELD AIRPORT Megan Coy 417-869-6700 142 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No R

THE DIAMOND ROOM Patty Wingo 417-766-2946 380 $500     Yes No outside catering except cake 2 Yes C

DISCOVERY CENTER OF SPRINGFIELD Alex Verdugo 417-862-9910 10–1,000 20 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No C

  DOUBLETREE BY HILTON SPRINGFIELD   Heather McGuigan     417-799-1122      250     $500         Yes   No outside catering except cake     1–2     No         C, R

ENCHANTED HILLS WEDDINGS & EVENTS, LLC Athena Gideon 417-425-7948 225 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

EXECUTIVE CONFERENCE CENTER Cindy Lee 417-882-1776 50–250 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 2 Yes C

FLAME STEAKHOUSE & WINE BAR Chris LaBahn 417-823-8383 100 $150     Yes No outside catering except cake 1–2 No R

FREMONT HILLS COUNTRY CLUB Tim Thuro 417-725-1506 125 $500     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes R

GILARDI’S James Martin 417-862-6400 10–120 $300     Yes Outside catering acceptable 3 Yes R

HARUNO SUSHI BAR & GRILL March Uptmor 417-887-0077 75 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No R

HASELTINE ESTATE Tyler Langston 417-832-0833 200 $1,000     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

HERITAGE CHAPEL & RECEPTION VENUE Cathy Ritz 417-619-3468 2–200 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C

HIGHLAND SPRINGS COUNTRY CLUB Jessica Gilmore 417-886-0408 250 $1,000     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, R

HILTON GARDEN INN Agnieszka Koblenc 417-875-8800 200 $500     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, R

HISTORIC FIREHOUSE NO. 2 Mary Collette 417-864-7015 250–350 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

HOLIDAY INN & SUITES Alexis Shradnhick 417-522-2671 200 $500     Yes No outside catering except cake 2 No C, R

HOTEL VANDIVORT Tessa Diehl 417-832-1515 200 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No C, R

ISLAND GREEN GOLF CLUB Beverly Boatright 417-732-7622 150 $200     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

JORDAN VALLEY PARK Jeff Cumley 417-874-2942 25–5,000 $50     No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

LA QUINTA INN Dean Kroencke 417-890-6060 50 hold on credit     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No

LAKE SPRINGFIELD BOATHOUSE Jon Chamberlin 417-891-1550 80 pay in full     No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

LAMPLIGHTER INN NORTH CONVENTION CENTER Jeanne Hart 417-869-3900 300 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 2 No C

LAUGHTER PARTY VENUE Robin Gilmore 417-224-5300 60–100 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

THE MANSION AT ELFINDALE Myra Skiles 417-831-5400 150 50 percent     No Outside catering acceptable 1 No C

METROPOLITAN GRILL Kayla Duran 417-889-4951 6–80 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 3 No C, R

MILLWOOD GOLF & RACQUET CLUB Liz Tucker
417-889-4200 

ext. 117
125 30 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, R

Alcohol 
Permitted Catering Options

Receptions 
per Night

Outdoor 
Facilities

Other 
Details**

**Key  to “Other Details” (far right column)
 
C: Space for a ceremony 
M: Members only 
R: Restaurant
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MIZUMOTO JAPANESE STROLL GARDEN 
MOON DECK

Angela Keith, Katie
Keith

417-891-1515 150 $550     No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

NAKATO JAPANESE STEAKHOUSE Jeremy Osten 417-881-7171 40–45 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 2 No R

NATIONAL AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH Donna Charles 417-869-9176 325 $500     No Outside catering acceptable 1 No C

NICOLA’S RISTORANTE Nicola Gilardi 417-886-3700 100 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 2 Yes C, R

NIXA MEETING EVENT CENTER Michelle Lambeth 417-725-0222 300 varies     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No

OCEAN ZEN PACIFIC RIM Steven Bailey 417-889-9596 30–190 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 3 Yes C, R

  THE OLD GLASS PLACE Roger Malarkey 417-883-6579 551 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

OLD TOWNE EVENT CENTER Carol Ann Haake 417-838-6147 50–450 varies     Yes Outside catering acceptable 2 Yes C

OZARK EMPIRE FAIRGROUNDS & EVENT CENTER Stephanie Inglett 417-833-2660 50–2,500 30 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 5 Yes C

PLASTER STUDENT UNION AT MISSOURI STATE Debbie Letterman 417-836-6206 500 $500     Yes No outside catering except cake 2 Yes C

RAMADA PLAZA HOTEL & OASIS CONVENTION 
CENTER

Makinzie Richards 417-866-5253 20–1,200 25 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 7 No C, R

RELICS ANTIQUE MALL & TEA ROOM Julie Jordan 417-885-0013 80 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No R

RELICS EVENT CENTER Bruce Dunn 417-883-1143 100–500 varies     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No C

RERICO BRAZILIAN GRILL Angel Kim 417-881-8882 300 10 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes R

RUTLEDGE-WILSON FARM PARK Nick Breithaupt 417-837-5944 500 50 percent      No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

SAVOY BALLROOM Andrew & Anne Walls 417-865-2255 300 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

SHRINE MOSQUE Wes Joy 417-869-9164 800–1,000 $150     Yes   Outside catering acceptable 2 No C

SPRING CREEK VENUE Shelly Huff 417-689-2620 220 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

TEA BAR & BITES BAKERY, CAFÉ AND CATERING Jacob Tweedle 417-866-7500 50–80 $50     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes R

TOUCH Chris LaBahn 417-823-8383 300 $150     Yes No outside catering except cake 3 Yes C, R 

THE TOWER CLUB Regan O'Rourke-Benton 417-866-4466 230 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 2 No C, R

TWIN OAKS COUNTRY CLUB Rachel Anderson 417-881-4537 180 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, M, R

UNIVERSITY PLAZA HOTEL & CONVENTION CENTER Sue Martin 417-864-7333 1,600 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 9 No C, R

VERIDIAN EVENTS Courtney Alderton 417-693-0663 300 20 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

WALNUT STREET INN Lisa Thomas 417-864-6346 40 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

JOHN A. AND GENNY MORRIS 
CONSERVATION CENTER

Charles McBroom 417-891-5111 30–600 $500     Yes No outside catering except cake 4 Yes C

BRANSON

BRANSON CONVENTION CENTER Amanda Gray 417-243-7005 800 $500     Yes No outside catering except cake 2 Yes C 

BRANSON GARDEN WEDDINGS Rebecca Tate 417-443-0036 200 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C, R

BRANSON HILLS GOLF CLUB Dan Davis 417-337-2963 100–150 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C, R

CHATEAU ON THE LAKE Sales Of�ce 417-243-1734 1,000 $1,500     Yes No outside catering except cake 7 Yes C, R

CLARION HOTEL BRANSON Joe Cuna 417-334-7666 300 $200     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, R

D’MONACO RESORT Vicki Joy 844-239-2145º 100 25 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes R

HILTON BRANSON CONVENTION CENTER HOTEL Ruth Smith 417-243-3422 90 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, R

HILTON PROMENADE AT BRANSON LANDING Ruth Smith 417-243-3422 120 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, R

Contact Phone No. of Guests Deposit

  MS. GILMORE’S CARRIAGE HOUSE   Robin Gilmore 417-224-5300  200 50 percent  Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C
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MIZUMOTO JAPANESE STROLL GARDEN 
MOON DECK

Angela Keith, Katie
Keith

417-891-1515 150 $550     No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

NAKATO JAPANESE STEAKHOUSE Jeremy Osten 417-881-7171 40–45 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 2 No R

NATIONAL AVENUE CHRISTIAN CHURCH Donna Charles 417-869-9176 325 $500     No Outside catering acceptable 1 No C

NICOLA’S RISTORANTE Nicola Gilardi 417-886-3700 100 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 2 Yes C, R

NIXA MEETING EVENT CENTER Michelle Lambeth 417-725-0222 300 varies     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No

OCEAN ZEN PACIFIC RIM Steven Bailey 417-889-9596 30–190 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 3 Yes C, R

  THE OLD GLASS PLACE Roger Malarkey 417-883-6579 551 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

OLD TOWNE EVENT CENTER Carol Ann Haake 417-838-6147 50–450 varies     Yes Outside catering acceptable 2 Yes C

OZARK EMPIRE FAIRGROUNDS & EVENT CENTER Stephanie Inglett 417-833-2660 50–2,500 30 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 5 Yes C

PLASTER STUDENT UNION AT MISSOURI STATE Debbie Letterman 417-836-6206 500 $500     Yes No outside catering except cake 2 Yes C

RAMADA PLAZA HOTEL & OASIS CONVENTION 
CENTER

Makinzie Richards 417-866-5253 20–1,200 25 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 7 No C, R

RELICS ANTIQUE MALL & TEA ROOM Julie Jordan 417-885-0013 80 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No R

RELICS EVENT CENTER Bruce Dunn 417-883-1143 100–500 varies     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No C

RERICO BRAZILIAN GRILL Angel Kim 417-881-8882 300 10 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes R

RUTLEDGE-WILSON FARM PARK Nick Breithaupt 417-837-5944 500 50 percent      No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

SAVOY BALLROOM Andrew & Anne Walls 417-865-2255 300 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

SHRINE MOSQUE Wes Joy 417-869-9164 800–1,000 $150     Yes   Outside catering acceptable 2 No C

SPRING CREEK VENUE Shelly Huff 417-689-2620 220 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

TEA BAR & BITES BAKERY, CAFÉ AND CATERING Jacob Tweedle 417-866-7500 50–80 $50     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes R

TOUCH Chris LaBahn 417-823-8383 300 $150     Yes No outside catering except cake 3 Yes C, R 

THE TOWER CLUB Regan O'Rourke-Benton 417-866-4466 230 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 2 No C, R

TWIN OAKS COUNTRY CLUB Rachel Anderson 417-881-4537 180 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, M, R

UNIVERSITY PLAZA HOTEL & CONVENTION CENTER Sue Martin 417-864-7333 1,600 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 9 No C, R

VERIDIAN EVENTS Courtney Alderton 417-693-0663 300 20 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

WALNUT STREET INN Lisa Thomas 417-864-6346 40 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

JOHN A. AND GENNY MORRIS 
CONSERVATION CENTER

Charles McBroom 417-891-5111 30–600 $500     Yes No outside catering except cake 4 Yes C

BRANSON

BRANSON CONVENTION CENTER Amanda Gray 417-243-7005 800 $500     Yes No outside catering except cake 2 Yes C 

BRANSON GARDEN WEDDINGS Rebecca Tate 417-443-0036 200 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C, R

BRANSON HILLS GOLF CLUB Dan Davis 417-337-2963 100–150 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C, R

CHATEAU ON THE LAKE Sales Of�ce 417-243-1734 1,000 $1,500     Yes No outside catering except cake 7 Yes C, R

CLARION HOTEL BRANSON Joe Cuna 417-334-7666 300 $200     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, R

D’MONACO RESORT Vicki Joy 844-239-2145º 100 25 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes R

HILTON BRANSON CONVENTION CENTER HOTEL Ruth Smith 417-243-3422 90 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, R

HILTON PROMENADE AT BRANSON LANDING Ruth Smith 417-243-3422 120 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, R

Alcohol 
Permitted Catering Options

Receptions 
per Night

Outdoor 
Facilities

Other 
Details**

**Key  to “Other Details” (far right column)
 
C: Space for a ceremony 
M: Members only 
R: Restaurant

  MS. GILMORE’S CARRIAGE HOUSE   Robin Gilmore 417-224-5300  200 50 percent  Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C
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INTEGRITY HILLS Alison Pettit 417-339-5159 200 varies   Yes No outside catering except cake 2 No C

LANDRY'S SEAFOOD HOUSE Tammy Kay Stilley 417-339-1010 46–136 varies   Yes No outside catering except cake 1–2 Yes C,R

LEVEL 2 Stacy Durst 417-459-3436 50 varies    Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes R

LINDWEDEL WINERY Sarah Rein 417-388-0256 100–200 $500    Yes Outside catering acceptable 1–2 Yes C

LODGE OF THE OZARKS Christopher Ray 417-334-7535 300 $300    Yes Outside catering acceptable 3 Yes C, R

MAIN STREET MARINA AND LAKE CRUISES Steve Johnson 417-239-3980 100–150 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 4 Yes C

POINTE ROYALE GOLF VILLAGE Rae Endicott 417-334-0634 170 25 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No C, R

THE SERTOMA EVENT CENTER Jill Barron 417-883-8368 120 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No C

STONE CASTLE HOTEL & CONFERENCE CENTER Tiffanie Rogacki 417-335-4700 250–300 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 1–3 Yes C

STONEBRIDGE RESORT AT STONEBRIDGE VILLAGE Micah Battaglia 417-332-1373 185 25 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 1–2 Yes C, R

SYCAMORE CREEK FAMILY RANCH Lisa Button 417-593-9628 300 varies     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1–3 Yes C

TITANIC BRANSON Kristina Hagey 417-334-9500 100–300 $250     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

WEDDINGS AT WILLIAMSBROOKE Sarah Rein 417-334-7368 300 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

THE BARN AT DALTON RANCH (AVA) Cathy Dalton 417-683-0615 200 $200     No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

BIG CEDAR LODGE (RIDGEDALE) Alison Pettit 417-339-5159 500 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 7 Yes C, R

COUNTRY CABOOSE WEDDING CHAPEL (JOPLIN) Jane Ballard 417-624-3861 28 50 percent     No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

CREEDSTOWN WEDDINGS & MORE (ROGERSVILLE) Melissa Jean 417-839-8344 200–300 varies     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

DAWT MILL RESORT (TECUMSEH) Sandie Steele 417-284-3540 50–250 50 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, R

DOGWOOD CANYON NATURE PARK (LAMPE) Linda Slaten 417-348-3320 100 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, R

DOWNSTREAM CASINO RESORT (JOPLIN) Monica Chandler 918-919-6136 900 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 3 Yes C, R

THE GAMBREL BARN (VERONA)
Matthew & Erica 
Johnson

417-498-6966 300–400 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

JOPLIN AVENUE COFFEE COMPANY Autumn Zimmerman 417-483-5558 100 varies     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No C

THE LODGE AT WHITE BUFFALO RANCH Bob and Mary Bleser 417-532-2927 28–150 $1,000     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

THE LOFT AT KEITH FARMS (ASH GROVE) Nic Keith 417-830-4599 300 $500     No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

THE OPERA HOUSE (WEST PLAINS) Jennifer Brown 417-256-3780 300–600 $795     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No C, R

THE RAMSAY EVENT CENTER (JOPLIN) Greg Morse 417-781-2238 240 varies     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No C

THE RITZ PLACE STARLIGHT ROOM (MARSHFIELD) Meredith Tonella 314-750-7590 200 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No C

RITZY RANCH WEDDINGS & EVENTS (BOLIVAR) Dan Presley 417-326-4335 250 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

THE ROUND BARN (WALNUT GROVE) Stephanie Dean 417-207-3896 250 $500     No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

SAMUEL CEDARS WEDDINGS AND MORE (ROGERSVILLE) Dodi Thomas 417-839-8499 250 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

SWAN CREEK CHAPEL (SPARTA) Stephanie Hogue 417-683-3700 150–200 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

TIMBER LINE BARN (BUFFALO) Nicole Bryan 417-733-2476 300 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

TUSCAN HILL (STRAFFORD) Jen Bowler 417-860-7208 240 50 percent     No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

VENUE 481 (MARSHFIELD) Terri Ryan 417-848-0767 165 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

WEATHERED WISDOM BARN (PRESTON) Tamara Wisdom 417-343-8029 300 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

WILLIAMS EVENTS CENTER AT CLUB 1201 (JOPLIN) Arianne Jones 417-626-0032 250 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 1–2 Yes C, R

Contact Phone No. of Guests Deposit

OTHER 417-LAND LOCATIONS
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INTEGRITY HILLS Alison Pettit 417-339-5159 200 varies   Yes No outside catering except cake 2 No C

LANDRY'S SEAFOOD HOUSE Tammy Kay Stilley 417-339-1010 46–136 varies   Yes No outside catering except cake 1–2 Yes C,R

LEVEL 2 Stacy Durst 417-459-3436 50 varies    Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes R

LINDWEDEL WINERY Sarah Rein 417-388-0256 100–200 $500    Yes Outside catering acceptable 1–2 Yes C

LODGE OF THE OZARKS Christopher Ray 417-334-7535 300 $300    Yes Outside catering acceptable 3 Yes C, R

MAIN STREET MARINA AND LAKE CRUISES Steve Johnson 417-239-3980 100–150 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 4 Yes C

POINTE ROYALE GOLF VILLAGE Rae Endicott 417-334-0634 170 25 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No C, R

THE SERTOMA EVENT CENTER Jill Barron 417-883-8368 120 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No C

STONE CASTLE HOTEL & CONFERENCE CENTER Tiffanie Rogacki 417-335-4700 250–300 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 1–3 Yes C

STONEBRIDGE RESORT AT STONEBRIDGE VILLAGE Micah Battaglia 417-332-1373 185 25 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 1–2 Yes C, R

SYCAMORE CREEK FAMILY RANCH Lisa Button 417-593-9628 300 varies     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1–3 Yes C

TITANIC BRANSON Kristina Hagey 417-334-9500 100–300 $250     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

WEDDINGS AT WILLIAMSBROOKE Sarah Rein 417-334-7368 300 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

THE BARN AT DALTON RANCH (AVA) Cathy Dalton 417-683-0615 200 $200     No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

BIG CEDAR LODGE (RIDGEDALE) Alison Pettit 417-339-5159 500 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 7 Yes C, R

COUNTRY CABOOSE WEDDING CHAPEL (JOPLIN) Jane Ballard 417-624-3861 28 50 percent     No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

CREEDSTOWN WEDDINGS & MORE (ROGERSVILLE) Melissa Jean 417-839-8344 200–300 varies     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

DAWT MILL RESORT (TECUMSEH) Sandie Steele 417-284-3540 50–250 50 percent     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, R

DOGWOOD CANYON NATURE PARK (LAMPE) Linda Slaten 417-348-3320 100 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 Yes C, R

DOWNSTREAM CASINO RESORT (JOPLIN) Monica Chandler 918-919-6136 900 varies     Yes No outside catering except cake 3 Yes C, R

THE GAMBREL BARN (VERONA)
Matthew & Erica 
Johnson

417-498-6966 300–400 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

JOPLIN AVENUE COFFEE COMPANY Autumn Zimmerman 417-483-5558 100 varies     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No C

THE LODGE AT WHITE BUFFALO RANCH Bob and Mary Bleser 417-532-2927 28–150 $1,000     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

THE LOFT AT KEITH FARMS (ASH GROVE) Nic Keith 417-830-4599 300 $500     No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

THE OPERA HOUSE (WEST PLAINS) Jennifer Brown 417-256-3780 300–600 $795     Yes No outside catering except cake 1 No C, R

THE RAMSAY EVENT CENTER (JOPLIN) Greg Morse 417-781-2238 240 varies     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No C

THE RITZ PLACE STARLIGHT ROOM (MARSHFIELD) Meredith Tonella 314-750-7590 200 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 No C

RITZY RANCH WEDDINGS & EVENTS (BOLIVAR) Dan Presley 417-326-4335 250 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

THE ROUND BARN (WALNUT GROVE) Stephanie Dean 417-207-3896 250 $500     No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

SAMUEL CEDARS WEDDINGS AND MORE (ROGERSVILLE) Dodi Thomas 417-839-8499 250 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

SWAN CREEK CHAPEL (SPARTA) Stephanie Hogue 417-683-3700 150–200 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

TIMBER LINE BARN (BUFFALO) Nicole Bryan 417-733-2476 300 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

TUSCAN HILL (STRAFFORD) Jen Bowler 417-860-7208 240 50 percent     No Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

VENUE 481 (MARSHFIELD) Terri Ryan 417-848-0767 165 $500     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

WEATHERED WISDOM BARN (PRESTON) Tamara Wisdom 417-343-8029 300 50 percent     Yes Outside catering acceptable 1 Yes C

WILLIAMS EVENTS CENTER AT CLUB 1201 (JOPLIN) Arianne Jones 417-626-0032 250 none     Yes No outside catering except cake 1–2 Yes C, R

Alcohol 
Permitted Catering Options

Receptions 
per Night

Outdoor 
Facilities

Other 
Details**

**Key  to “Other Details” (far right column)
 
C: Space for a ceremony 
M: Members only 
R: Restaurant
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BEAUTY

A Valeria Boss Salon
318 S. Campbell Ave., Spring�eld
417-881-2666, avbs.us

Acacia Spa
4058 S. Lone Pine Ave., Spring�eld
417-823-8318, acacia-spa.com

Bronze Tan
3635 E. Sunshine St., Spring�eld
417-889-4826, bronze-tan.com 

Cashmere Nail & Brow
1638 E. Republic Road, Suite A., Spring�eld
417-720-4993

Cedar Creek Spa at Big Cedar Lodge
190 Top of the Rock Rd., Ridgedale 
417-339-5201, bigcedar.com

Chateau on The Lake Resort Spa & 
Convention Center
415 N. State Highway 265, Branson
417-243-1700, spachateau.com

Emerald Salon & Spa
1332 E. Republic Road, Suite H, Spring�eld
417-771-8147, myemeraldsalon.com 

Grace Place Beauty Salon
689 E. Hines St., Republic
417-732-8818

Grove Spa
1522 E. Sunshine St., Spring�eld, 417-881-8887;
333 S. John Q Hammons Parkway, Spring�eld 
417-831-0880; grovespa.com

Innovative Dental of Spring�eld
3424 S. Culpepper Ct., Spring�eld
417-889-4746, idspring�eld.com 

Inviktus Salon
1666 E. Sunshine St., Spring�eld,  417-315-8747
549 W. Elm St., Republic, 417-732-2700
inviktussalon.com

Karma Salon
3046 S. Kimbrough Ave., Ste. 132, Spring�eld
417-887-0005, mykarmasalon.com

Lavare Spa
1460 E. Cherry St. Ste. B, Spring�eld
417-576-6049, lavarespa.com

Née Spa at Downstream Casino Resort
69300 E. Nee Rd., Quapaw, Oklahoma
918-919-6350, downstreamcasino.com

Nu Essence Spa
1319 E. Republic Rd., Ste. C, Spring�eld
417-890-7378, nuessencespa.com

Pin Up Salon 
219 E. Commercial St., Spring�eld
417-865-3089, pinupsalonco.com 

ViVo Salon
2718 S. Glenstone Ave., Spring�eld
417-882-4658, vivosalon.com

W3 Salon
1616 E. Republic Rd., Spring�eld
417-889-9453, wthreesalon.com

CAKES & DESSERTS

Amycakes Bakery
1108 E. Walnut St., Spring�eld
417-831-6095, amycakesbakery.com

Aviary Café
400 E. Walnut St., Suite 100, Spring�eld, 
417-866-6378; 2144 E. Republic Rd., Ste. E120, 
Spring�eld, 417-881-9736; aviarycafe.com

Beth’s Bake Shoppe & Tea Room
1645 W. Republic Rd., Ste. D, Spring�eld
417-866-5533, bethsbakeshoppe.com

Cake Worthy Design
Ozark 
417-459-8511, cakeworthydesign.com 

Celebrations by Sonja
3107 S. Campbell Ave., Spring�eld
(Inside The Wedding Collection)
417-883-1116, celebrationsbysonja.com

Elle’s Patisserie
1454 E. Cherry St., Spring�eld 
417-832-2171, ellespatisserie.com

European Café by Sweet Couture
207 Park Central East, Spring�eld
417-986-4646, 417europeancafe.com

Simply Delicious Catering
2340 W. Grand St., Spring�eld
417-766-2946, simplydeliciousllc.com

Smallcakes:  A Cupcakery–Joplin 
420 N. Rangeline Road, Suite 13, Joplin
417-553-4585, smallcakesjoplin.com

Stacey’s Sweets
101 N. Second St., Ozark
417-581-0525, staceys-sweets.yolasite.com

Sugar Leaf Bakery and Cafe
2800 W. Highway 76 Country Blvd., Suite 211  
Branson
417-336-6618, sugarleaftreats.com

The Urban Cup
325 E. Walnut St., Spring�eld
417-865-2287, theurbancup.com

  
        

CATERING

           
425 Downtown Events & Catering 
425 W. Walnut St., Spring�eld
417-888-3025, 425downtown.com

Aviary Café
400 E. Walnut St., Ste. 100, Spring�eld, 
417-866-6378; 2144 E. Republic Rd., Ste. E120, 
Spring�eld, 417-881-9736; aviarycafe.com 

Bambinos Café
1141 E. Delmar St., Spring�eld, 417-862-9999;
2810-D E. Battle�eld Rd., Spring�eld, 
417-881-4442; bambinoscafe.com 

Crabby’s Seafood Bar & Grill
815 W. Seventh St., Joplin
417-206-3474, crabbysjoplin.com

Dining By Design
417-866-4630, dbdgourmet.com

The 417 Bride Resource Guide is 
a select list of bridal vendors in 
southwest Missouri. The Resource 
Guide is editorial content, and 417 
Bride doesn’t accept freebies in 
exchange for listings. The guide is 
updated every issue, and vendors 
appear based on space availability. 

the
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Infused Catering
1645 W. Republic Rd., Ste. J, Spring�eld 
417-883-8368, infused-catering.com 

Simply Delicious Catering
2340 W. Grand St., Spring�eld
417-766-2946, simplydeliciousllc.com

Tea Bar & Bites Bakery, Cafe & Catering
621 S. Pickwick Ave., Spring�eld
417-866-7500, teabarandbites.com

Traveling Chef
318 Park Central East, Ste. 105, Spring�eld
417-459-2682, thetravelingchefcatering.com

Vito's Kitchen 
307 S. Jefferson Ave., Spring�eld
417-569-7555, vitoskitchen.net 

Wild Fork Catering
1013 N. Kenneth St., Nixa
417-725-9777, wildforkcateringco.com

  

DANCE INSTRUCTORS

Dance With Me
224 E. Commercial St., Spring�eld 
417-869-6789, dancewithme.us

Sonshine Royal Ballroom
1329 E. Republic Road, Suite H, Spring�eld
417-883-3269, sonshinedance.com

Starlighter’s Performing Arts Center
701 N. McCroskey, Ste. 4/5, Nixa
417-724-8878, starlightersdance.com

Take The Lead
4235 S. Charleston Ave., Spring�eld
417-881-4805, studiottl.com

       

DISC JOCKEYS

All That Music DJ
417-830-4599
allthatmusicdj.com

COMPLETE weddings + events
3641 South Ave., Spring�eld
417-227-9445, completemusicmo.com

Just One More Song DJ 
Entertainment
417-483-7342
justonemoresong.com

Spark Events
320 E. Walnut St., Ste. 210, Spring�eld 
417-501-9661, sparkevents.com

Travel Tunes DJs
Spring�eld
417-848-2002, traveltunesdjs.com

Up Next Entertainment
Ozark, 417-551-1294
upnextentertainment.yolasite.com

DRESSES

The Dress Bridal Boutique
318 Park Central East, Ste. 106, Spring�eld
417-818-7700, thedressdowntown.com

Ella Weiss Wedding Design
400 E. Walnut St., Ste. 120, Spring�eld 
417-865-0700, ellaweiss.com

Gracie’s Bridal
2724 S. Glenstone Ave., Spring�eld
417-866-1808, graciesbridalspring�eld.com

MK Bridal
1255 W. Battle�eld Road, Spring�eld
417-883-7774, mkbridalgowns.com 

Normans Bridal
317 South Ave, Spring�eld
417-866-9800, normansbridal.com

Tesori 
577 E. Millsap Road, Fayetteville, Arkansas 
479-966-4622, tesoribridalformal.com 

          

ENTERTAINMENT

Ernie Biggs Dueling Piano Roadshow
312 South Ave., Spring�eld
505 Branson Landing Blvd., Branson 
305-546-5312, erniebiggs.com

The M-Dock Band
417-447-4400, mdock.com

Smokey Folk
417-619-5509, reverbnation.com/smokeyfolk

The Stanton Strings
417-831-4029, stantonstrings.com

  
             

FLORISTS

     
 
Artistry in Bloom
2049 E. Cherry St., Ste. 120, Spring�eld
417-844-7704, artistryinbloom.net

The Flower Merchant Ltd.
2303 S. Campbell Ave., Spring�eld
417-883-8580, the�owermerchantltd.com

Flowerama
659 W. Sunshine St., Spring�eld
417-869-9890, �oweramaofspring�eld.com

He Loves Me Flowers
helovesme�owers.com

The Nest
1856 E. Cinderella St., Ste. C, Spring�eld
417-889-6707

RosAmungThorns
2030 S. Stewart Ave., Ste. 112, Spring�eld
417-720-4004, roseamongthorns.�orist

Wheeler Gardens & Florist
3911 E. Sunshine St., Spring�eld, 417-890-5733
601 N. Fourth St., Ozark, 417-581-6794
wheelergardens.com

Wickman’s Garden Village
1345 S. Fort Ave., Spring�eld
417-862-3707, wickmans.com

The Wild Flower
1832 E. 32nd St., Joplin
417-206-7000, thewild�owerjoplin.com
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GIFT REGISTRY

Everything Kitchens 
2750 S. Glenstone Ave., Spring�eld
417-719-4243, everythingkitchens.com

Gamble’s Gifts
2704 S. Glenstone Ave., Spring�eld
417-881-7555, gamblesgiftshop.com

The Market 
2628 S. Glenstone Ave., Spring�eld
417-889-1145

The Polish Pottery Shoppe
2802 E. Battle�eld Rd., Spring�eld
417-720-4447, thepolishpotteryshoppe.com

INVITATIONS

Celebrated Occasions 
3107 S. Campbell Ave., Spring�eld
(Inside The Wedding Collection)
417-881-1854, celebratedoccasions.com

PaperWorld Stationer
3641 South Ave., Spring�eld 
417-887-2884, paperworldstore.com

Provence Antiques & Gifts 
2659 E. Normandy St., Ste. 104, Spring�eld
417-887-1930, provencebridal.com

JEWELRY

Justice Jewelers
3520 E. Battle�eld, Spring�eld
417-881-0551, justicejewelers.com

Maxon’s Diamond Merchants
2622 S. Glenstone Ave., Spring�eld
417-887-1800, maxonsdiamonds.com

Mitchum Jewelers
2431 West Jackson St., Ozark
417-581-2415, mitchumjewelers.com

 

MENSWEAR

Blackwells
2716 S. Glenstone Ave., Spring�eld
417-887-8200, blackwellsmensclothing.com

Ella Weiss Wedding Design
400 E. Walnut St., Suite 120, Spring�eld 
417-865-0700, ellaweiss.com

Gracie’s Bridal
2724 S. Glenstone Ave., Spring�eld
417-866-1808, graciesbridalspring�eld.com

Karl’s Tuxedos
1255 W. Battle�eld Rd., Spring�eld
417-883-7774, karlstuxedos.com

Town & County
2660 S. Glenstone Ave., Spring�eld
417-883-6131

  

PHOTO BOOTHS

A2Z Sel�e Company
636-284-8282, a2zsel�ecompany.com 

Branson Photo Booth
Branson
417-231-5624, bransonphotobooth.com

Elite Photobooth
Spring�eld 
417-234-0319, rentelitephotobooth.com

  
PHOTOGRAPHERS

9Art Photography
Joplin
417-622-1379, 9artphoto.com

Andrew Edwards Photography
315 W. Commercial St., Spring�eld
417-849-3736, andrew-edwards.com

Christian Gideon Photography
Spring�eld
417-773-0201, christiangideonphotography.com

Christine Bonnivier Photography
Spring�eld
417-351-5210, christinebonnivier.com
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Dawn Shields Photography 
Spring�eld, dawnshields.com

Elise Abigail Photography
Spring�eld 
417-234-9903, eliseabigailphoto.com

Gamble’s Photography
1907 S. Stewart Ave., Spring�eld 
417-522-6016, gamblesphotography.com 

Heather Cherie Photography
Spring�eld
417-861-1259, heathercheriephotography.com

J. Design Studios
Spring�eld
417-827-6100, jdesignstudios.com

Joseph Bulger Photography
Spring�eld
bulgercreative.co 

Katie Day Photography
Spring�eld
417-844-2376, katiedayphoto.com

Kim Jey Photography
1456 E. Stoneridge Dr., Spring�eld
417-459-1948, kimjeyphotography.com 

Mandy Evans Photography
1323 A. Montclair St., Spring�eld
417-379-5308, mandyevansphoto.com

Meg White Photography
Spring�eld
417-812-5738, megwhitephotography.com

Salt & Sky Studios
Spring�eld
417-830-0662, saltandskystudios.com 

Scott Cotton Photography
2131 W. Republic Road, Suite 43, Spring�eld 
417-839-4900, scottcottonphoto.com

Sheri Holloway Photography
110 Waterloo Way, Branson 
417-337-4469, sherihollowayphotography.com

SwiftShots Photography
120 Deano Rd., Branson
417-230-4201, swiftshots.com

Turner Creative Photography
7320 N. Hooks Lane, Spring�eld 
417-839-3501, turnercreative.net

 RENTALS

A To Z Tents and Party Rental
2140 S. Campbell Ave., Spring�eld
417-883-5133, atozparty.net 

Creative Outdoor Lighting
1531 N. Commercial Rd., Ste. C, Nixa
417-882-0214, creativeoutdoorlighting.com

Downhome Productions
4319 S. National Ave., Ste. 130, Spring�eld
417-724-8778, downhomeproductions.com

Elegant Touch Linens 
417-840-5804, eleganttouchlinens.com 

Party Rentals & Event Design
673 Rosewood Dr., Branson
417-699-5349, bransonpartyrentals.com

SB Bon Events
1956 E. Grand St., Spring�eld
417-823-8323, sbbonevents.com

Swept Away Rentals 
4698 N. 21st, Ozark
417-501-9792, sweptawayrentals.com

TRANSPORTATION

Branson Limousine & Executive 
Charter, Inc.
140 Sterling Way, Hollister
417-331-1316, BransonLimoService.com

J. Howard Fisk Limousines
2001 E. Traf�cway, Spring�eld
417-862-2900, �sklimo.com

Just For You Limo
133 Bettington Ct., Ozark
417-343-9968, justforyoulimo.com

 TRAVEL

 

Adelman Vacations 
3424 S. National Ave., Spring�eld 
417-888-4488, adelmanvacations.com

Monumental Travel LLC
417-350-1128
monumentaltravels.com

Paradise Weddings and Travel
3107 S. Campbell Ave., Spring�eld 
(Inside the Wedding Collection)
417-883-5509 
paradiseweddingsandtravel.com/mo

Travel Planners
1111 Connecticut Ave., Joplin
417-781-0130, 417-782-1306
travelplannersjoplin.com

    

VIDEOGRAPHERS

AceLegendary Productions
Spring�eld
417-522-3601, acelegendary.com

All Occasion Video
3424 W. Plainview Road, Spring�eld
417-883-1555, alloccasionvideo.net

    

WEDDING PLANNERS

Abby Mitchell Event Planning & Design
417-593-1934, abbymitchellevents.com

A�air Events
Spring�eld
417-861-2873, a�airevents.com

The Bride’s Maid, LLC
Spring�eld
417-883-2730, thebridesmaid.us

Bringing It Together Events
Spring�eld
417-619-3966, bringingittogetherevents.com

Ella Weiss Wedding Design
400 E. Walnut St., Ste. 120, Spring�eld
417-865-0700, ellaweiss.com

Gracie’s Bridal
2724 S. Glenstone Ave., Spring�eld
417-866-1808, graciesbridalspring�eld.com

Gracious Occasions, Inc.
1443 S. Delaware Ave., Spring�eld
417-889-6655, graciousoccasion.com
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Smile Makeover!
Win a same day

Beam on your big day! Enter now at              .com417bride

andybspringfield.com

417.883.1234

1127 E. Battlefield Rd., Springfield

PARTIES
BACHELOR &
BACHELORETTE

Restaurant/Bar | Luxury Bowling | Laser Tag | Elite Arcade | Events, Meetings & Parties
Andy B’s Restaurant & Entertainment
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1. TROLLEY BIKE BOYS 
Chandler Hoovens hosted a mobile 
bachelor party for his friend Brandon 
Newton on The Trolley Bike. 

2. WINE AND DINE
Julie Mace and friends kicked off her 
bachelorette bash at Metropolitan 
Grill’s wine dinner. 

3. GALLIVANTING GROUP 
Bride-to-be Kathryn Cornell traveled 
with her friends Miranda Wright, Ash-
ley Sorrels, Kacey Sappington, Emily 
Sappington, Katherine Newman, Hillary 
Wright, Lauren Bartlett, Alyssa Ivy and 
Alex Verity down to Austin, Texas. 

4. ANGELS AND DEVILS 
Logan Swope, Kelsey Strong, Desirae 
Fowler and Madison Carlin hit the 
town on the Branson Landing. 

5. SISTERS BEFORE MISTERS 
Alicia Pry, Anna (Pry) Fite and Aimee 
(Pry) Ball celebrate Anna’s bachelor-
ette party in Kansas City.

6. ROLLIN’ WITH MY LADIES 
Breann Redden took a bachelorette 
tour around downtown Springfield 
with her friends on The Trolley Bike. 

bachelor
and

bachelorette

PARTY PICS

PARTY PICS
LOCAL BASHES 
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Smile Makeover!
Win a same day

Beam on your big day! Enter now at              .com417bride

andybspringfield.com

417.883.1234

1127 E. Battlefield Rd., Springfield

PARTIES
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Restaurant/Bar | Luxury Bowling | Laser Tag | Elite Arcade | Events, Meetings & Parties
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Twinning

LAST LOOK
BEHIND THE SCENES

PHOTO BY STARBOARD & PORT CREATIVE
Christa Schmitz and Sara Schmitz Olson, owners 
of Chrisara Designs and twin sisters, illustrated 

the beautiful backdrops in our “Fit For A Queen” 
style feature. See the final product on p. 44.
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